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Estimated From 4C0 to 500 To Determine Who Will Fill Tornado Sweeps Lake MichiSome of the State
Will Attend Convention
gan and Adjoining States
Offices
it:
on Wednesday
Causing Much Loss
,

NEW COMPANY INCORPORATED MAJORITIES RUN VERY CLOSE INTENSE COLO WAVE FOLLOWS THREE BANDITS ARE WOUNDED

Well-to-D-

Admission-

plicable.

-

Governor William J. Mills is presidtoday at the meeting of
ing
the board of directors of the School
ot American Archaeology in his office
at the capitol.
Notaries Appointed.
Governor Mills has appointed the
C.
following notaries public: J.
Artesia, Eddy, county; Anna B.
Diener, Springer, Colfax county; J. W.
Schnell, Arfsia, Eddy county.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Kufus J. Pa-le-n
has received the following sums
for the treasury: W. H. Merchant,
treasurer of Eddy county, $205.13;
Gregory Page of McKimey county.
Game and Fish Warden
$370.99;
Thomas P. Gable, $320.25; Prank W.
refund,
Clancy, attorney general,

i
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FOREIGNERS DESERT

STATE

NANKIN

ARE LAX SCHOONER WITCH HAZEL SUNK

AUTHORITIES

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) j (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (Bv .Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 13. Cattle
Nov. 13. Yuan Shi Kai, ac-- j
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 13. The
story of how Francisco Ibarra, and companied by 22,000 troops,
today ra'sers of Missouri, Kansas and Ne- - schooner Witthhazel from New York
biai-khis wife repulsed the attack which mt.de a triumphal imtry into the capiare much worried over a
for I'rovincetown, went down in the
which lias gained much credence sound off New Hav-eighteen bandits made on the Ibarra tal from which he was driven in
during the
store today might have come from a grace three years ago. The news' that the National Ilurcau of Animal! storm last night. The captain and
'.
man
had
is
to
about
of
ae
withdraw
"the
instead of the real,' hat
its
China,"
Industry
strong
"shilling shocker"
tlnte men wer drowned and two
were attracted y
life. The mara-der- s
i last been prevailed on to return Mviiies from Texas due to the lack others were saved.
e
I IIU19)
IU lldUlCiLll'
lUlllllifc lUIUUC lUU well- ..i turn. oiaic
by the guns and ammunition in Ibar- - l till
Twenty Below Zero.
ra's stock, as well os the silver bul- jfit of hie counsels, leaked out and a! tick and scabies. The step would
Duluth, Minn., Nov. 13. Two to
lined
that
of
and
the
crowd
work
the
the
vast
riean
but
years
orderly
lion he was renorted trj have on hand.
eight hi low zero here and fifteen to
The storekeeper had warning of route from the railway station to the expenditure of hundreds of thousands twenty below on the ranges, tells of
of
dollars would go for naught,
their approach, and barricaded the temple which had been provided for!
weather in this section.
At the Kansas City stock yards today's
doors of the strongly built adobe shop. his residence.
Very little snow fell at the head of
'there
a
is
his
where
hale
looked
and
uan
special
hearty,
department
He telephoned to this city for rurales.
the Lakes, hut high winds prevailed.
s
'quarantine'' cattle must be
but the bandits made their escape be- appearance belying the recent
The cold in the north wood is intense.
knted.
sold
which
are
as "canners"
of his physical condition
They
fore the rurales were scarcely more
Temperature Rises.
tad been made an excuse for his de-- i mostly, their value being much lower
than started.
Sioux City, la., Nov. 13. Relief
inter-tof
than
clean
An
that
command
the
cattle.
in
imperial
obeying
lay
Ibarra and Senora Ibarra, both fafrom the severe cold wave was expercome to Peking and assume the; stale association of livestock sanitary
miliar with the use of
ienced in this section today, the temfirearms,
con
was
formed
two
of
in
missions
succession
years
premier
crouched behind the small, barred responsibility
which appointment aro to remedy the Texas situation, perature rising rapidly.
windows of the shop and poured a to Prince Ching,
New York in Grip of Cold Wave.
was promulgated in an imperial edict 'but the Texas commission ceased to
New York, Nov.
deadly fire on the attackers. When of November
13. The
cold
1.
j accept
aid. The commission
outside
the latter fled they left five dead and
5 in Chicago to con- - wave that chased into the Atlantic
December
Cheefoo
Surrenders.
jnuets
three wounded on the field.
some of the balmiest Indian summer
Shanghai, Nov. 13. Chefoo went (Rider any new means that may be weather New ork
ever has enjoyed,
over to the revolutionists at 3 o'clock aor.pted.
PRINCE PRESIDES
this morning. There was no fighting.! Should the bureau withdraw fromi tightened 'ts grip voduy and sent the
OVER APPLE CONGRESS.
mercury down to twenty-fou- r
degrees.
The rebels took possession of the: Texas and the quarantine be
This minimum recorded at 8 o'clock
now
millions
of
the
offices
tamed,
eattla,
yearling
yaraen,
telegraph
Over Four Thousand Visitors From
r.nd the forts.
brought from Texas ranged and fatten- this morning meant a fall of forty-fou- r
All Parts of United States
ed for slaughter on the northern farms
degrees since 1 o'clock yesterday
Desert Nankin.
Foreigners
View the Exhibits.
afternoon.
13.
The American would not be available.
Nov.
Nankin,
(By Special r.eased Win- m New Mexican
Thirty-Eigh- t
Miles an Hour.
Denver, Colo,, Nov, 13. More than and other consuls and other foreignThe gale on which the frigid weathfour thousand visitors from all of the ers under their protection will move WRANGLING OVER TALESMEN
IN LOS ANGELES COURT. er rode into town continued today at
twenty states which nrt retire?pntpil out of the city immediately. The
thirty-eigh- t
miles an hour.
Few
in the exhibits are in attendance at commanders of the foreign warships
small boats ventured to sea outside
consuls
that
their
notified
Dethey
Bordwell
and
for
the American Annie Confess, which t"dy
Judge
Attorneys
New York harbor and reports of
would protect the lives and property
fense Have Tilt Over Chalopened here today.
marine disasters are expected.
Ir the exhibits are product from of those who remained inside the
lenge of Juror.
Schooner Edith Dennis Sunk.
Texas, Iowa, Indiana,
Kansas, Mis- city.
e
Fishers Landing N. Y., Nov.
(By Special Leased Wire to N'ew Mexican)
Japanese Cruiser at Amoy.
souri, California, Oregon, Washington,
Los Angeles, Nov. 13. Charges of
schooner Edith Dennis was sunk
Amoy, China, Nov. 13. A Japanese
Utah, and New Mexico.
British Columbia is atsn renreqpnt.i c:uiser arrived here today. Warships subterfuge made by Judge Walter in Plume Gut off Fort Terry last
Bordwell against the defense in the night. Captain Cook was saved, floated.
L Bradford Prince :of JaPan have bcen wi,hin two ll0ur8,
ing to Fort Terry shore on a piece of
b' Helena but have not before McNamara murder trial some weeks
of Santa Fe, Is president of the
approacneu tne narnor Because oi ago, were taken up by Attorney Clar-- j wreckage but his wife and child and
gress.
the distrust felt by the Chinese toward euce S. Darrow at the opening of two men who made up the crew were
action which appeared like Japan court today under what he held to be drowned.
(lie
MOTHER, DAUGHTER AND
a parallel case and hurled at the
ese interference.
CrtlUV WERE MURDERED. '
state. An effort by District Attorney 'COW GIRL" GIVES LIFE
Tartar General Flees;
TO SAVE INDIAN WOMAN.
The Tartar General Hai Fong Ting, John D. Fredericks to reply was cut
(By Hpcclnl Leaned Wire to New Mexican
New York Nov. 13. A triple mur-- ' has fled to Kulangsu. General Soon short.
Was Traveling With "Wild
West"
der was committed today in Brooklyn. Tiow Liong, who had been held as a "Youon don't need to make any argtiShow Giving Exhibitions at
that," the court said, and reTwo women, mother and daughter, hostage in the palace of the Tartar intent
l
Los Angeles.
and the child of one of them, were general, appeared today and r.otifieo tained A. Oribling, the talesman
Fokiendsr. discussion, after asking him a
the officers in southern
found dead in a dwelling on Park
Pr Ppecinl Leased wire tn New Mexican)
avenue.
The father of the child is province to remain at their posts and few questions.
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 13. Bewas challenged because, in
order.
Cribling
preserve
searched
for
the
being
by
police.
!a senes t, answers to guileful ques-Th- cause she disregarded her own safety
Missionaries Remain at Post.
counsel he had to have the life of an Indian woman
opposing
women and children of the mis- tK,ns
said
he
would
in a caPal and her day old baby, Miss Nellie
,,ot
convic'
sionary families have been summoned c&se on circumstantial
Francis a "cow girl" employed by a
evidence.
RQDGER
to Amoy but the men continue their
H also said h wollldThe st;lte, tiaveling "Wild West" show sriving
duties at the mission stations.
mm on the strength of the exhibitions here, is near death today
report from Chang Chow, says csengea
ar a local hospital. Miss Francis, on
m
statement.
p,luve
revolution-the
IN FATAL FALL the city was taken by
foot, ran in front of a dozen or more
WI"
cal1
tne
of
'l
attention
your
ists last night. Seventy per cent of!
- frightened
steers, and buffaloes which
to
talesof
the
the
nf.ibottor
v,a nni,iinn floH
testimony
Thnro ,vn
following one of the
tie violence but much thieving. Fooi,nan'" said District Attorney Freder-- j stampeded and
bore down on the tent
Within Sight of Pacific Ocean, fhnw rennrts an Imnrnvement in the:K;ks. "which I have gone over care-- j iii which the Indian
woman and her
fL'!1.y
situation there.
.
His Goal, He Has
the charge
i nave gone over it myseu, od-- ; baby lay. She turned
Official! Loot Treasury.
frcm the tent but was knocked down
served the court, and Darrow rose.
A ccident
ong:
Nov.
San
Francisco
,Talesmen w x Framp,on and A. by a huge buffalo and before rescuers
in the hands of the revolu- - c w
Kong
rpached her, was badly gored.
Iler
bo(h of
.... chances for recovery are said to be
tionists. and the province of Chi Li rii'l ti nt holiv.o in pirnnmcfoTitinl ayt.
WiFE AND IMHER AT BEDSIDE has proclaimed its independence ac
slight.
g wefe reta.ned
the gfate
cording to advices today from Bhang-had tQ use tw(J peremptory chaI.
hai to a local Chinese newspaper.
MIGUEL MALVER HAS
Qn th
hg ga
jt
The capture of Pekin again is re- He Cannot Talk Connectedly
SURRENDERED TO DEATH.
d cauge
u ,g
cangej
dis-'pe-
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and Nature of Mishap Is

'then."
la state offers this cnailenire be- ,
es-of
soldiers
a
volunteer
that body
Hde Qf Crib.
cauge u wantg tQ
u
corted a committee led by
Han,,,
r
The evdence is not Bt
Min, who is also the acting govern-jherthan ,t wag then
mental head to Canton today. There
To tne court,g ,nterpogaHon
Grib.
was great rejoicing among the people.
said hJ wouM cony,ct ,f tne c,r.
utllcicumstantial evidence was sufficiently!
V.u
looted the public ftreasury.
strong
J"
Cossacks Dispatched to Pekin
chalienge is disallowed," said
London, Nov. 13.- -A news dispatch :the court and adfled
BmlIlllgly: ..Now
..um xu
a, luot, act..i5 uu Mr Darrow, I don't think you were!
1KLl
urgent ordeite X.,500 Cossacks
justified in saying that the state
Vladivostok, today for Pekin.
tried to use subterfuge to get rid of
this man."
PRESIDENT GOMPERS OBJECTS
"The defense was charged by your;
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Evening Star and the bark,
which were driven out on Lake Michi- on Saturday night before a gale,
and which were thought to have foun-- l
dere.d with a crew of fifteen men, are
both safe on the Michigan shore. The
Telta, after breaking her tow line,
was blown into South
Haven
last
nifeht.
Early today, word was received by the Evanston Life Saving station from St. Joseph, Mich., that the
Evening Star landed there safely.
The storm on Lake Superior was
severe and it Is feared several vessels have been lost.
The tornado which swept over parts
of Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan,
on Saturday night caused the death
of nearly a score of persons:
At Easton, 111., two persons were
$15.05.
killed and seven seriously injured.
Board of Education.
The town of Virginia, 111., suffered a
The territorial board of education
heavy financial loss by the tornado.
will meet Wednesday and E. McQueen
At Owosso, Mich., two persons were
Gray, president of the New Mexico
killed
and ten Injured.
be
here
will
Wednesday
University,
The money loss there will reach
evening. Dr. W. E. Garrison, presinearly half a million dollars.
dent of the New Mexico College of
but revised returns this
Four Dead From Cold.
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts will instruction,
Chicago, 111., Nov. 13 The severinot be able to be here for the meeting afternon give White a slight lead.
comty of the cold was broken partially
as he is in Columbus, O., attending a A number of boards of county
missioners met today and canvassed here today but not until four deaths
meeting of the presidents of agricul- the returns. There
is no warrant of had been reported and the county of-- j
tural colleges.
law for that. The returns are to be ficers had been forced to extend aid
Mounted Police Matters.
The mounted police have received canvassed at Santa Fe on November to more than 1,000 suffering families.
word that Roman Cordova has been 27 by Governor Mills, Secretary Jaffa Coal and food were supplied from the
arrested at Costilla, Taos county, on and Chief Justice Pope. Despite the main office and from six
the charge of attempting to assault a printed instructions on the poll books, under the direction of relief agents.
both
many election judges enclosed
Nine Dead at Janesville.
girl.
books in the ballot boxes. ReJanesville, Wis., Nov. 13. With the
Through an error it was stated Sat- poll
turns from two precincts in Quay death of Albert Schmidt today, the
urday that Joseph Fresquez was arcounty were received today 'which death list from Saturday's cyclone
Mounted
Colfax
rested in
county by
was
Policeman C. F. Lambert, and that said on one side: "These are the hfie will reach nine. Schmidt
as they are returned on the found buried under several tons of
Fresquez then jumped his bond. It figures
and on the other side; hay on Saturday afternoon, cut about
appears that he jumped his bond be- poll books,"
fore being arrested by Mounted Po- "These are the figures on the official the legs and Internally injured. His
inliceman Lambert and that was why he certificate." There is a discrepancy father and two sisters had been
of eighteen votes in one precinct and stantly killed.
in
now
is
at
He
jail
4
two votes in the other of those twj.
inn ni.nnn.onn.
Baton.
As there are 582 precincts In the ter
dis
Reports from the storm-swep- t
New Company Incorporated.
of that kind . in trict estimated the loss at $750,000 to
ritory,
discrepancies
were
The articles of incorporation
each precinct would total over a tho-i- $1,000,000. The stricken families
filed in the territorial secretary's ofvotes.
ifered Intensely from cold Saturday
fice today by the Southwestern Min- Tf Tirill thuc,
Bocn
t,fl. tUrt ' tit trTn f and vaefAritgv olid whilo fho
ana
ins
iasyopiuui
Republican and the Democratic stale majority of them found shelter in
is incorporated at $2,500,000 with its committeea have
up agaiPSt in neighboring farm houses, which
in New Mexico at Anapra, Dona
tn nnvntIa tho .v,.,v,
0. nar,ed the storm's furv. their eonrti- Ana county, and H. A. Kezer is its turns. In
only the case of the gover- - jticn is pitiful. In some cases, once,
agent. The company still maintains nor, the attorney general and Gover-- prosperous farmers today are penni- an office in El Paso, Texas. The cap- nor Currv for Congress
do the maiori- - 'Jess.
ital stock consists of 25,000 shares at ties run over a thousand, white in
Drop in Temperature.
J
$100 each and the company begins other
The 'intense cold which followed
cases, they do not amount to a
uusmess wuu a,uuu capua.,
t undred in, same instances and there-- tbe cyclone increased the loss. The
Ing of thirty shares, subscribed to by L
are apt t0 D clla,M on tne of. temperature dropped from 74 to 11
tnirty m rasuaus, wcu uwmug u"c fical count
degrees above zero in 12 hours.
share. The company win uo a generThe cyclone district extended from
How difficult it is to determine the
al mining and real estate business exact figures is illustrated by the F.scadhead, 20 miles west of here, to
Applies for Admission.
smallest county in the territory, Ber- - a point about four miles beyond Mil
The Bankers Life Company of Des .nalmo Up t0 yesterday
the 'Albu, ton. which is 12 miles east of here.
Moines, Iowa, today applied to the In- - qurque Morning Journal, which had,
Wng a total distance of about 34
surance department ior aumission.
,.
made every effort to
th ,,orrR(,t 'o 35 miles and about a quarter of a
This company is a continuation of and complete returns, had given Ber mile wide. It is swept entirely clear
the Bankers Life Association which nalillo county to McDonald by 1177 of all buildings. An emergency comwas upon the assessment plan, the votes. Today a complete compilation, mittee is being organized to raise
new company becoming a full fledged appears to give it to McDonald by fitnds for Immediate relief.
In Imminent Danger.
Forty-Fiv- e
mutual company upon the legal re- 1215 votes. In Santa Fe county, no
serve basis. '
one has the complete returns from
Astoria, Oregon, Nov. 13. Crippled
No recent event in life insurance four of the precincts, and canot gel and driving before a southeast gale
d
atten- them until the ballot boxes are open- with a furious sea running, the steam
has attracted more
tion than the move of the Bankers ed on November 27. Territorial Secre- schooner Washington, Portland to
on
in going upon a legai tary Jaffa today had to telegraph for San Francisco, with forty-seveballot boxes in which the board, apparently Is doomed to destruc
reserve basis and amending its char- sixty-siter to be known as the Bankers Life official certificate and pollbooks were tion on the beach between Cape DisCompany for that purpose. The old erroneously enclosed. These will not appointment and Northhead ust out
contracts are to be kept apart and in be opened until two weeks from to side the Columbia river bar.
force under the provisions so long day and until then, anxious candidates The fate of her twenty-fiv- e
passen
men is
governing and no liens are to be and their friends will have to possess gers and crew of twenty-twplaced on them to give them a legal their souls in patience or wrangle it in doubt.
out on the street corners.
reserve basis.
Already two of the crew have been
washed overboard and drowned, and
Postal Changes.
Dona Ana County.
The following postal changes are
The complete election returns from the United States life saving crews
announced for the southwest: Robert Dona Ana county are as follows: Cur- are not hopeful that any of those on
S. Ross has been appointed postmas- ry 1385, Baca 1365, Fergusson 1310, board the vessel will be saved.
ter at Fort Hancock, El Paso county, Valverde 1291. Bursum 1284, McDonThe Wasnington got inti the break
Texas.
ald 1394, Martinez 1372, Baca 1329, ers while, outward bound early last
Irven O. Carroll is appointed as Romero 1376, Lucero 1306, Sargent night. She is deep in water and evi
postmaster at Arno and Henry T. 1392, Delgado 1290, Mirabal 1358, Mar-ro- dently leaking so badly that her fires
I.avelle at Balmorhea, both in Reeves
1325, Clancy 1384, McGill 1294, are out.
The anchors are dragging
county, Texas.
Stroup 1387, White 1292, Ervlen 1382, slowly and under the eyes of the help- Turley, San Juan county, New Mex- Emerson 1299, Parker 1424, Roberts less life savers, the ship is edging
ico, has been discontinued and the 1378, Wright 1389, Burkhart 1267, steadily nearer destruction on the
mall now sent to Blanco and the route Dunn 1281, Hanna 1297, Armijo 1370, beach.
fiom Blanco to Aztec changed to be- vvimams 1395, Groves 1386, Owen
Several tugs which went to the
1283, Martinez 1283. Van Stone 1296, scene from this
gin at Turley.
port were unable to
Cecil B. Johnson is the new post- Medler 1437, Hewitt 1242.
approach close enough to the doomed
master at Sawyer, Valencia county.
vessel to render any assistance.
New Mexico, and Dairy V. Winn Is PROF. BERNHARD FRAENKEL
The weather is so thick that only
the new postmaster at Havener, CurIS DEAD AT BERLIN. occasional
glimpses of the tugs can be
ry county, New Mexico.
had from the beach.
Theron H. Greene has been appoint- Was Noted Throat
Specialist Who for
ed as postmaster at Bellevue,
Gila
Years Engaged in a Crusade
AVIATOR FOWLER HAS
county, Arizona.
Against Tuberculosis.
ALIGHTED IN EL PASO.
Land Report for October.
Major Fred Muller, receiver of the (Bv Sneclnl Leased TVtre o New Mexican)
Santa Fe land office, has made his reBerlin, Nov. 13. Professor Bern-har- He Hal Been Stranded in Sand, Fifteen Miles West of El Paso,
port for the month of October showFraenkel, the noted throat spefor Eight Days.
ing that, land business has not fallen cialist, died here today. For many
off. The report is as follows:
years he has been prominent in the
Original entries 45; average 6792.49 crusade against tuberculosis, and has (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas. Nov. 13. After beacres; money $699. Entries "Act Feb- been a figure in the international
ing stranded in the sand fifteen miles
ruary 19," 14; acreage 3061.33; money
congress.
west of til Paso for eight days, Avia$249.81. Entries, "Act June 22, 1910,"
tor Robert Fowler flew into town to6; acreage 881.36; money $88. Final PRESIDENT DISCUSSES ANTIHe will remain here tonight
entries 44; acreage 6640.63; money
TRUST LEGISLATION. day.
with the intention of proceeding to
Soldiers Additional Entries
$26C88.
1; acreage 40; money $8. Mineral ap- 'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) morrow.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. Presi
plications 1; acreage 11; money $10.
fees, $158.12.
Cancella- dent Taft today discussed with Attor- SUGAR GOES DOWN
Testimopy
ney General Wickersham the advisations, $4. Commuted homestead
ANOTHER TEN CENTS.
t
18; acreage, 2836.07;' money, bility of supplemental
legis1.1544.97. Excesses 3; acreage 18.39; lation at the coming session of Con- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Nov. 13. All grades of
money $22.98. Isolated tract sales 3; gress. The conference related particularly to the likelihood of passing a refined sugar were reduced 10c a hun- .
dred pounds today.
federal Incorporation act.
(Continued on Page Visit)
j

EARNEST

COLD

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nov. 13. The
Mex.,
Velardena,
Chicago. 111., Nov. 13. The launch

It will take the official count to determine who are elected and who ar"
not elected for state officers, outside
of governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general and one representative
to Congress. With all the precincts
tabulated unofficially, it is found that
W. C. McDonald received 30,783 vote9,
and Holm O. Bursum, 28,002 votes. On
the same tabulation, the Republicans
coutr
elected the three supreme
commissionJudges, two corporation
ers, one representative to Congress,
the attorney general, the state audisixteen
tor, the land commissioner,
members of the state senate and
of the House. The Demotwenty-nin- e
crats elect the governor, the lieutenant governor, the secretary of state
treasurer the
the state
superof
intendent
instruction,
public
of
state
members
the
eight
senate, twenty members of the House
Up to this noon, the face of the re
turns showed that A. B. Stroup had
been elected superintendent of public

Mc-Be-

CATTLE RAISER!

HAS

r,r

Great and Once Remaining Ten Take to Their Che Foo Surrendered 'to Rebels Work of Years and Expenditure Indian Summer Weather Gives
Heels SBeing Repulsed
Farmers Are
of Thousands Go For
Without Making .ny
Way to Wintry
Penniless.
and Scared.
Resistance.
Blast.
Nought.

Is
o

NO.

Brave Mexican Storekeeper Yuan Shi Kai Enters Pekin Bureau of Animal Industry Nprthern Minnesota Woods
and Wife Killed Five of
About to Withdraw
to Support Tottering
Report Twenty Degrees
Them
From Texas
Throne
Below Zero

-

Banker life Company of Des The Discrepancies in Unofficial Suffering
Returns Are Very InexMoines, Iowa, Seeks

H
i

111.

13,

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pasadena, Calif., Nov. 13. Suffer,
ing from concussion of the brain and
still unconsius, Aviator Oalbraith
P. Rodgers was today unable to tell
anything regarding the accident which
nearly cost him his life while he was
trying to complete his ocean to ocean
flight yesterday.
talki connectely and
He cannot
there has been nothing but surmise
so far to account for the mishap
through which he lost control of his
TO JUDICIAL ENCROACHMENTS.
aeroplane while flying through the
down
125
feet
and
darkness
plunged
Declares That He Objects Not as
upon a ploughed field near Compton,
Much to Assumption of Power
half way between Los Angeles and
as He Does to Jurisdiction.
Long Beach.
Dr. Mattison said he expected RodgPnecial Leased Wire to New Mexican I
ers to recover. Rodgers is being at- (By
Ga., Nov. 13. President
Atlanta,
and
tended constantly by his wife
Gompers, formally opening the thirty-firs-t
mother.
annual convention of the American Federaltion of Labor here today,
declared he and the two other labor
X
X "LET US DECORATE,"
leaders sentenced to jail for contempt
SAYS MAYOR SELIGMAN. X of
X
court, were ready and willing to
JS
Mayor Arthur Seligman said X serve their sentences if they must.
last night before leaving for X
The subject of the
"I think it X
X Albuquerque:
case
was
contempt
X would be a spendid thing if X brought up in the course of a welX
would
X Santa Feans
prepare
coming address to the delegates.
X now to decorate their houses X
"If any man of kibor is guilty of vio
X for the convention of the New X
the law," said Mr. Gompers, in
lating
Associa- - X
X Mexico Educational
responding to the welcome, "he should
X tion, which will open Wednes- X be indicted and
then tried by a jury
X day and continue until Satur-- X of his countrymen.
But I deny the
X day. Of course, we know that X
right of a judge to issue an injuction
X the capitol, where the conven-- X
depriving me of my constitution;!:
X tion will meet, is already dec- - X rights. It is not so much the assumpX orated, but let the murchants X tion of
pbwer as the assumption of
X and residents get bunting and X jurisdiction that we
object to."
X prepare to make the city look X
'
X Joyous over tho presence of X UNIONISTS CHOOSE LEADER IN
X four or five hundred educa- - X
.. HOUSE OF COMMONS.
X tors, more than ever have been X'
X in Santa Fe at one time."
X (By Special Leased Wire to Ne Mexlcanl
X
The mayor, said the electric X
London, Nov. 13. The Unionist
X lights wil blaze over the capi- - X caucus at the Carlton Club today car-rieout the
X tol as during the Democratic
X
program,
X convention and at the entrance X unanimously electing A. Bonar Law.
X leader of Jhe party In the House of
X of the plaza.
e

1

I

iu

d

XXXXSXSXXXXXXXXX
V

.

commons.-V

.

;

i

uuuui niuii Buuicaugc ill lue cases
of Frampton and Winter," he said.
T think this is a like instance."
The court pointed out that one of

the attorneys for the defense practic

Former Lieutenant General of Philippines and Brave Insurrecto
Fighter Succumbs.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 13.
News of the death of Miguel Malver,
former lieutenant general of the Philippines insurgents and one of the
cleverest leader the American army
of occupation had to contend with,
was received here today with the arrival of the army transport Logan
from Manila. Malver ranked in skill
as a commander with Aguinaldo and
Luna. He won his spurs in the rebellion against the Spaniards in 1896.
During the American war, he operated in southern Luzon.
When his cause became
hopeless.
Malver surrendered to General
Bell,
settled down as a planter in Batangas
province and kept out of politics. He
was reputed wealthy.

ally had admitted that these two men
were challenged because they were
not wanted and the Incident was
closed.
Talesman N. P. Bailey was chal- OLD MEN
AMONG STRIKERS
lenged by cause by Attorney Darrow.
RETURN TO WORK.
Bailey said he had read the Los Angeles Times for twenty years and
was strongly in sympathy with its Missouri, Kansas & Texas Carmen
Difficulty Seems About
views on Union Labor and believed
Settled.
the Times was blown up by "a union
bomb." He was excused.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
bedalla. Mo.. Nov is Th ArA nao
'
been a break in the Missouri, Kansas
PLANS FOR PROSECUTION
OF MEAT PACKERS. .na lexas carmen who have bean on
a strike since September 23,
according
Trial Will Open at Chicago on Next to officials of the road who say that
about twenty of the old men have reMonday Special Panel of 150
Men Summoned.
turned to work and others notified
he company foremen that they will
( B v Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
return today. The officials believe
Chicago, 111., Nov. 13. United States the end is in sight.
District Attorney J. H. Wilkerson and
his assistants today practically com LONG CONTINUED POTASH
pleted plans for the prosecution of
CONTROVERSY IS ENDED.
individual meat packers under the
Sherman anti-truwill
act which
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
open here on Monday, November 20,
Berlin, Nov. 13. The long continued
A special panel of 150
men from potash controversy ended today when
which to select a jury has been sum- the German syndicate, the
moned and subpoenaes have been
interests and the American dealserved on several hundred witnesses, ers ratified the agreement. The conMr. Wilkerson said he expected that tracts existing between the Americana
the trial would continue at least and the
firms
which
three months.
caused the trouble, were cancelled.
:
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the dates of the teachers' convention and this makes it possible CISCAAETS CLEANSE
for the Normal boys to go to Santa
LIVER AND BOWELS
You Can Feel Younger By Keeping Fs on Thursday. The state varsity
l:ts tied the New Mexico Military
Up Your Strength.
a
It is a mistake for elderly people to school team, one of the huskiest foot- - n0 Biliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour
let themselves think they are getting ba'.I squads in the state, and if the
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Normal boys make a good showing)
old.
Tongue or Constipation.
70
or
60
ue
wen
can
What if you have had
prouu
We Guarantee
against mem. my
Everything
ovFurred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indiges-- j
birthdays? You can keep your mind of themselves. Teachers from all
young and active, and you can also er the state will be in Santa Fe at tion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Head-- i
the aches com9 from a torpid liver and
feel younger than your age if you the time and large crowds o
Good to Eat and
Everything
learned ones will undoubtedly be on clogged bowels, which cause
guard your bodily strength.
your
Mr. George B. Smith, aged 71, of hand to witness the contest. Las Ve- stomach to become filled with undiUnder this Brand Smithville.
Ont, says that Vinol cured gas Optic.
gested food, which sours and ferments
him of a case of stomach trouble of
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
to be
the first step to untold misery indilong standing and that he now feels NATIONAL COUNTRY LIFE
Under the
as strong and can do as good a day's
CONGRESS IN SPOKANE. gestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
work as he did thirty years ago, which
skin, mental fears, everything that is;
Julitaire Brand
Represented
he owes to Vinol, "I think it is worth Fapm Betterment, increased Produc-- horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
lts weignt in goia ior any anmeni oi
tonight will give you a thorough
tion, Road Making Transporaged people," says Mr. Smith.
MarUt Problems.
cleaning inside and straighten you
tation,
This delicious cod liver and iron
out by morning. They work while you
preparation without oil strengthens,
box from your drug
Nov 13. Farm sleep a
Wash
and invigorates all feeble, run down
increased production, gist will keep you feeling good for
neoole. ana is tne mainstay oi tnousroadmaking, transportation and mar- months. Millions of men and women
ands of old persons who say It has ket problems, redirection of the rural take a Cascaret now and then to keep
We guarantee gchool and anied subpects wln be dis. their stomach, liver and bowles reguprolonged the r lives
that Vinol will do all that we say, and cuss(J
lated, and never know a miserable
men and women
pay back your money if it does not.
Don't forget the children
educators and ex moment.
e(,it
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N.M.
insides need a good, gentle
their
little
'rec0gized
at
first
the
ability
PURCHASE8.
ALL CASH
WE GIVE
REGISTER
TICKETS WITH
annual National Country Life Con- cleaning, too.
TIME'S GLASS.
gress in Spokane, November 23 to 29.
see
Men
far off the shining goal
There also will be a series of practiAmbition would attain.
cal demonstrations in the state arm- combe, director, Oregon experiment
That glorious vision of the Soul
ory to show the progress made in station; P. G. Holden, Ames, Ames,
To which her pinions strain;
enla.; Joseph E. Wing, Mechanicsburg,
Yet when that comes into their various lines of agricultural
O; B. T. Byrnes, Moscow, Idaho.
deavor.
dreams
Transportation Day, November 28
will
Governor Hay of Washington
No nearer does it pass,
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Addresses and discussions on good
when
at
seems
the
to
it
hearts
sessions,
Till
opening
preside
impatient
Fresh
Our Bakery is always going.
state executives and members of na- roads and transportation. Speakers:
Time has outrun his glass.
S. Earle, former state highBread and Cakes every day : : : : :
tional and state legislative bodies will Horatio
commissioner
of Michigan,
De
way
Men strive for honors and for wealth, have charge of
program. Among
D. Ward King, Maitland, Mo.;
Toil hard with foot and hand.
the speakers wi.l be Covern n1 Oswald troit;
Delicious Cream
on Thursday and Saturday
Make early wreck of youthful health West of Oregon. Gt vernor James H. Samuel A. Perkins, president WashState Good Roads association,
To braid a rope of sand;
Kawley of Idaho, Governs frtw:n L. ington
R. Insinger, chairman board
Tacoma.
At
task
lives
their
joyless
they spend Ni.rris of Mouta.in ?nd Governot Jud
Phone, 19 Black.
of the 19th National Ir
A treasure to amass
frn Harmon o Ohio The tsMaiivo of governors
R.
In vain they fancy at the end
program for the remaining sessions rigation Congress, Spokane; Carl
Time has outrun his glass.
Gray, president Spokane, Seattle &
follows:
Farm Home Day, November 24 De- Portland Railway; R. B. Martin, Spo
Men wait the fair millennial dawn
voted to the farm home and the work kane.
Of universal peace.
Market Day, November 29 Heads
of the grange. Speakers: Professor
of
farmers'
Vait long for tyrants to be gone,
and education
G.
P.
Holden, head of the agricultural
For human strife to cease;
extension
Iowa State al unions, commission men and con
department,
But waiting, waiting weary years
sumers will have charge. Speakers:
College, Ames;
Joseph E. Wing,
Still nations groan, alas!
E. H. Shepard, Hood River, Ore.; W.
edi
Mechanicsburg, O., contributing
To our impatience it appears
tor The Breeders' Gazette; Mrs. Clara H. Paulhamus, president Washington
Time has outrun his glass.
State senate; Professor W. S. Thorn- Isaac Bassett Choate in the Boston H. Waldo, Portland, Ore.; Clifford ber. Lewiston. Idaho: L. C. Crow.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Willis, editor Northwest Farmstead,
Transcript.
Farmers' Educational and
Minneapolis; Professor E. E. Faville, president
kinds if (levers, gsrlcc & field seeds in ulkaod packaS
ALFaL! A HEP.
Union of Washington;
editor the Western Farmer, Spo
D. O. Lively, Portland, Ore.
kane.
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
AROUND THE STATE
Country School Day, November 25
Committed Suicide.
Speakers: B. H. Crocheron CookeysW. W. Bryan, a prominent citizen
B.
su
state
ville, Md.; Henry
Dewey,
of Clovis, Curry county, committed
Died Without Kin.
perintendent of public instruction, suicide
at Plainview, Texas, by drown,
Jose Lopez, died at Roswell
Washington; Miss Grace M. ShepHis funeral took place at Clovis.
He has no known relatives.
Phone Black
Phone Black
herd, state superintendent of public ing.
Illness was given as the cause for the
instruction, Idaho; N. D. Showalter, suicide.
Cooked in Chili Con Came.
state normal school, Che
principal,
While playing with a new top Miney, Wash.; L. R. Alderman, state su
guel Chavez, 3 years old, plunged
perintendent of public instruction Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
a boiling cauldron of chili con
Oregon; H. C. Sampson,
Spokane;
That Contain Mercury.
placed on the kitchen floor to cool, Mrs.
Margaret Craig Curran, head of ss mercury will surely destroy the
rural school department, tate norm sense of smell and completely deThrjew Himself Into Fire Bo.
al school, Cheney;
F. O. Creager, range the whole system when entering
Frank Getzmger, 23 years old, a State College of Washington,
Pull it through the mucous surfaces. Such
patient at th Wood county asylum man; Mrs. Josephine Bfeston, county articles should never be used
except
for the cLronic insane, committed suiof schools,
Walla on prescription from reputable physi
cide by throwing himself headfirst in- superintendent
Walla; J. L. Dumas, Dayton and A. L, cians, as the damage they will do is
to the firebox under the asylum boiler,
members of the ten fold to the good you can possibly
and was cooked to death at Salt Lake, Rogers, Waterville,
State
Hall's Catarrh
Life com- derive from them.
Washington
Country
Utah.
mission.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no merSunday on the farm, November 26
Estate Tax Assersed at $2,230.
The mass meetings to discuss better cury, and is taken internally, acting
The county court at Denver enfarm. directly upon the blood and mucous
tered an order assessing the inherit- social conditiaons for the
surfaces of the system. In buying
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
ance tax against the estate of Will- Speakers: Fred M. Hansen, head of Hall's Catarrh Cure
be sure you get
county Y. M. C. A. work for Iowa;
R.
iam
who
25,
died
June
Palmer,
the genuine.
PHONE, RED 100.
is taken internally
It
Rev.
David
W.
foundFerry,
Spokane,
at
The
con
1911,
estate
$2,239.74.
and made in
Ohio by F. J.
sists of $42,450 worth of personal er of the Girl Guides of America; Pro- Cheney & Co. Toledo,
Testimonials
free.
fessor
G.
P.
Ames
Holden,
la.; George
property and $104,285 worth of real
Sold
75c per
estate. The estate is divided equallj A. Forbes, general secretary, Spokane bottle. by druggists. Price
between Mrs. Josephine Palmer, the Y. M. C. A.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
Producers' Day, November 27 Diswidow and Lester G. Palmer, a son.
cussions on increased farm production and placing the grower in touch
Killed By Dynamite.
with
farm information.
Speakers:
Superintendent C. L. Wright of the
Professor W. R. Spillman, head of
Pacific Coast
Gypsum Company's
farm management, United States deplant, located at Laguna, while throw
,
ing out ten sticks of dynamite was in- partment of agriculture; Fred S.
director of farmers' institutes in
For Best Laundry Work
killed. The dynamite explod
stantly
San Francisco Street
ed, blowing the building to atoms and Montana; William L. Carlyle, dean of
diiving the body of the unfortunate agriculture, University of idaho, Mos- BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND
To select your stones for mounting
TUESDAY
IC
man through a solid stone wall. The cow; Professor R. W. Thatcher, head
I
or
Presents.
IIIUE
I
Holiday
They are
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
hedy will be taken to Los Angeles, the of department of agriculture, Washhome of deceased, for burial.
always acceptable.
ington State College; James WithyAgency at O. K. Barber Shop
Druggists Cannot Invade Dry Territory
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
territory created by
vote under the local option, is not
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
thrown open to the retail sale of
TONIC IN ACTION . QUICK IN RESULTS
liquors by the issuance of state li
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
censes to pharmacists, declares Judge
FOR
George W. Allen, who at Denver ruled KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
that Charles J. Clayton, must pay a RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION
the
of
HUBB'S
LAUNDRY.
state license. He fined the druggist
n the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
of the Phone us. we will be glad to call for
$100 for selling two ounces of whisky KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
..
laundry on Mondays and Tues
;.-.f
WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS on a prescription, although the drug- BLADDER and all annoying URINARY your and
deliver on Thursdays and
a state license. The case is IRREGULARITIES.
days
had
gist
A positive boon to
uNE OF TNE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
-Fridays.
friendly between the pharmacist and
the district attorney, and will be car MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
All work is guaranteed: your socks
ried to the supreme court to adjust VEOPLE and for WOMEN.
are mended and buttons sewed en
For sale bj all dreggists.
are ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your the apparent conflict between the locyour shirts without extra charge.
al option and the drug store licensing
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
act.

Store

The

on

DON'T SAYJOU'RE OLD

WINTER

GROCERY

UU.

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
YOU WON'T
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS
SPOIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL" SOMETHING
YOU'VE
BORROWED.
IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR ARMS t 3 A ,
Vr t"
MUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU G:
BEST MADE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

h--

Puffs

If Its

Phone 14.

Hardware We Have

LOUIS NAPOLEON
AND

Attention

-

LEO HERSCH

Phe ',:

s

and Trappers!

Phone 6619 Blk.
Santa Fe, N. M.

F.F.GORMLEY

45

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

Quality Coal."

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

MAU
llUW

It

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.

grain

" The

!

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

j

spog
tment'

nn

The Delicatessen Store

WHOLESALE

'at

ni

as

Imperial Laundry

Coo-ley-

THE TI1IC

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

i

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
WHOLESALE
AtsD RETAIL

WATER CO.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LL08

Anthracite Coal a)) Sizes, Smilbirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Saved Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot,
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

J ill

-

Anti-saloo- n

Foley Kidnoy Pills

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

;

iE FRENCH PIANO

LEARNARDLINDEMA1SN

COMPANY

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
EAD

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAIp
rUH jALJu

Improved

.Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

ad

our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

Football Contest for Santa Fe.
At the request of R. F. Asplund,
secretary of the Educational Association of New Mexico, which will meet
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
this week in the capital city, SanNew
Mexico
LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque,
ta Fe, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
president of the Normal University
is making arrangements for the Normal football team to go to the Ancient City on Thursday to meet the
husky football warriors from the
University of New Mexico. Bad weather made it necessary to call off the
For hir at popular prle
and saddle her
uggi
game with the university boys sevCHUCK'S HACK LINE
THEODORE COKIICK,
eral weeks ago and, as the teams are
anxious to meet on the gridiron the
Phone Blaek 132.
arrangement is agreeable to both of
the schools. The schools are closed

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

tnf.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bounc. train and arrivea at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten milea ahorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered hacka and good
team. Fare 95.00 round trip. Team
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
Station.
New York Chop Suey 50c

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone 9

CHAS. CLOS50N

Wfeei in Need of Any fttor
ta the LIVttY LhNc
Drivers Fufuishei

Don Gasper Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

fr

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,

San,?e,8ha

- -

Assorted Violet Waters

DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

.-

-:

New York.

lgS&S

VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26,

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
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GOOD WORK.

must obtain various measures of
lation at the hands of dominant
ti?s in legislative bodies and if party
affairs are to remain in the hands of
corporate agents and corrupt bosses
as heretofore, then our interests will
be imperilled and the desired reliel
retarded, no matter which party has
tn majority."
Mr. Compters refers very briefly to
,
the contempt of court proceedings
John Mitchell,
against

am

maal

ions bringing the total of its organization membership to 1,464. In individPRAIS
ARE
PARTIES
NEW
ES
Done Daily in Santa Fe. Many Citi
ual membership the Federation gainzens Tell of It.
ed nearly 200,000 during the year.
"The American Federation of Labor '
A
ROAD
NECESSITY
of
heard
its affiliated organizations
has
reader
through
Nearly every
II
has today the largest membership in
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
its history," said I'residt-n- t
Gomier3
In Santa Fe still continues, and our
in
conclusion.
"Its Handing is
citizens are constantly " adding en But Transcontinental Autoist Q
f
qamAl
No
'sound and prospects are bright. In!
dcrsement by public testimony.
itjj long drawn-ou- t
American rederaiion
legal contests there
letter proof or merit can be had than
Wilby Sees Need of
is more reason than ever to asnume
the experience of friends and neigh
of
Labor
Bridges
ana nimsell mat labors cause will win.
In a.
bors. Read this case:
secretary .Morrison
which are still pending before the number of important strikes during!
Alberta Garcia, Galisteo street, Sancourts In the District of Columbia
the year, we have bad gains, and
ta Fe, New Mexico says: "I deem it a SURPRISED BYCOLD WEATHER BOTH ARE
EQUALLY HINTED
The McXamara case, however,
is there has been a tendency to continue
pleasure to corroborate the public
the shortening of the work day, to do
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
tun., u ai Dumc iciifiu aiiu tun
viewed.
President Gompers expres-- . away with child labor, and to animate
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. Will
Call en Dr. Hewett, Engi Report Submitted to Thirty-Firses his faith in the innocence of the the unorganized masses with a desire
I found them to be an excellent remmen now on trial at Los Angeles for to take part in the great labor moveto
Miller and Governor
Annual Convention at
never
hesitated
neer
have
I
and
edy
alleged dynamiting outrages and de- ment.
touch for their merits when an opAtlanta.
Mills.
nounces in unmeasured terms their
"Our movement has no schism withportunity has been presented. For
removal from Indiana to California. in.
All opposition to its policies, its
two years I was in bad shape from
Seeing America first, in the literal (Bv Special Teased Wire to New Mexican)
BOOK-GASE- S
in procedures, its form of organization,
The Wilson bill now pending
backache and kidney trouble and when
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 13 President Congress, a
come
and
from
its
without
tactics,
Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to acceplance of the phrase, and seeing Samuel Gompers
of the American
Al! who would divert it from its esSTANDARD COLONIAL IDEAL
ray notice, I resolved to try them. 1 all of the United States from the seat Federation of Labor, ,n his report sub- ocan
is
the
an
of
tablished principles are enemies
auto,
a box and they not only
interesting
o
procured
he
to
the
mitted
delegates
today
den
Mr.
caHg
now
of
and Mrs.
organiz working for the promotion of institudrove away backache, but regulated cupation just
Three different and distinct types of SlobcAwnjickj "Elas..vi.vix.. ed labor to work for
6iSL aUIlUill
its early pas- tions foreign to its character. Those
the passages of the kidney secretions Thomas W. Wilby, of New York city. great changes tuuicuuwu,
Book-Cas- es
in American methods
tic"
made in dull or polish finish quartered
Mr. Gompers expresses the be- who would change its aims, aim at its
nnd toned up my entire system."
They are accompanied by Fred D. of
with re sage.
particularly
government
lief
united
Wilson
action
50
that
the
an
by
automobile
who
all
has
dealers. .Price
disintegration.
Clark,
For sale ty
expert
oak ct real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
He gave bill
to political methods.
be passed at the next ses- Foster-Milbur"This is true whether the antagoCo., Buffalo, quite a reputation for piloting suc gard
cents.
and the cinn may
initiative
to
referendum,
the
character of room you have chosen for a library. We carthe
nnininn
ho
ho
and
oYnrccic
nist in view is the college president
New York, sole agents for the United cessfully "transcontinental"
parties. recall the unqualified endorsement of
(hat eycn nouM ,t bg ve(oed by prpsi. who believes in the right of the
the
States.
They are traveling in a powerful magoods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
ry
labor and declared that a dmt
to
work below the union
Taftj a great viptory wouW be
Remember the name Doan's and chine called the "Ohio Mud Hen." Mr. organized
had
real, representative democracy
won
Re declared labor scale alongside of the unionist, or the
take no other.
Wilby is special agent of the public never been known in the United rart)y
New Mexican Printing Company, sole agents, Santa Je, N. M,
cmM ,xpect mtle voluntary help from philanthropist who believes
unions
roads at Washington, D. C, and one
because of the general absence ,ne President on tha
States
be
should
mere benevolent societies;
Notice for Publication.
of the founders of the Touring Club
of those provisions.
or the editor who believes that the
iogislation.
of America.
He started out from
Department of the Interior,
of judges,"
To the subject of immigration much unionist should
"This
be always
in his
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M., New York in August and is wending
endorsement of the report is addressed.
Several party and a supporter of his interests,
October 24, 1911.
his way around the country making a he said in defense of his
cant about 'mob plans are proposed for bringing the or the politician who demands that
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist'
ent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
ng

money-transmitti-

L. A. HUGHES,

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

0

valley.

: How Abo,ut

That Fire'Jnsui

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECitu r

Then Act I

Think About It!

--

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

two-third-

dew-dro-

p

e

GENERAL AGENTS.

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

'

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

Office, Bar, Bank

W: solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M.Phone
Jr. & SON
HESCH,
Black

Specifications, Etc.

33166.

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REfttEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

e

took-ened.-

i

PRICE LIST.
inches Icug..
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp.
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
M . . 15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long. ... 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Hnes).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge for one Hue for each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

1- -2

ne

1- -2

ne

1- -2

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.

carpet-bagger-

;

y

two-third-

two-third-

MARKET REPORT

.

s

'(-

1- -2

Inch
any town and date, for
;
90c
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
50c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater
1,59
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
.1.50
Pearl Check Protector ......
1.50
Local Dater

1- -2

1-

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

1- -4

-4

1-

-8

2 x 3 3-- 4, 25 cts ; 2
x4
3
x 6, 60 cts 5 4
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamn Pad Ink. IS
3--

3-- 4

1-

STAMP PADS.

G
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

r

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00

MENTION

the

BLADDER

FROM

and all

Attorney A. C. Vorhees o! Raton is
at the Montezima Hotel.
Miss Nellie Harrison is visiting
friends in Albuquerque.
Mrs. Robert Gumra of White Oaks,
is the' guest of Mrs. George W. Prich- -

Business

Does a General Banking

PERSONAL

REDUCTION

Relieves CATARRH
Discharges

24HOURS
bear the
Kach

rapaule
same C'r"

In order to close out

euuturrjttu.

H. B. lAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN.

S55H-?S?-

Levi A. Hughes, and Judge N. B.
Laughlin were among those who left
last night for Albuquerque to attend
the celebration in honor of Governor-elec- t
William C. McDonald.
the well known lace
Ben Baum
who travels the United
salesman
States, is at the Palace Hotel. He
vists Santa Fe twice a year nd says
he is always glad to get back to the
ancient burg.
Prince
L. Bradford
went to Denver to preside over the
National Apple Congress at Denver.
Joseph, Mo., are at the Palace Hotel. He took with him a gavel made from
V: B. Freeman, in charge of the the wood of one of the historic apple
hdrographic work in this part of the; trees at Manzano and also a plate
country, left last night for El Paso which will be suitably inscribed.
j
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Wilby,
Texas.
John W. Roberts, executive clerk ot;wn ar touring the United States in
the Ohio Mud Hen, with an
the eovernor's office, has returned' 311
expert driver Fred D.
from Taos county where he spent two automobile
Clark, ere at the Montezti.ua Hotel.
weeks.
State Chairman Venceslao Jaramil-l- After calling on several Santa Feans,
will go to his home at El Rito, Rio including the governor, they will proceed to Las Vegas.
Arriba county, on Wednesday

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

5

Established

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

Assortment

A Handsome

RIBBONS

of Fancy Stock for

Holiday Trade

Draperies and Curtain Scrims

st Artistic Line that will please the lovers
the Home Beautiful

mil Line of Dress Trimmings
Just what you want for your winter clothes
The ideas are drawn from the latest fashion

P.

We carry three grades of Union Suits. The first
is a medium weight, velvet finish, interlocking garment th3t is very satisfying, at the popular price
of 52.25. Another, a little heavier, part wool, $2.25.
Still another, heavier, at $2.50.

h

Ladies' and Misses' Union Suits, 75c, $1.50, $2.50

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

PLAZA BAKERY

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home
HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen
that make cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade

WE asCabinets
many

,Vl

Let us tell you about a
house, good location, fruit trees,
shade trees,'lawn, good out buildings
six-roo- m

Handles

$1,000

the Proposition

your eyes and "dress up" the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE

BONDS,

REAL

$1,000

ESTATE.

HUE

H,

s

Where Prices

5

CO.

Are Lowes

FOR

SAFE QUALITY

can
be pleased and suited by

LADY OR GENTLEMAN

YOU

GEROES. OUTFITTER

COFFI

TO EVERYBODY

OUR STOCK OF

Goods is "Sizzling

Ready-to-We- ar

with

Hot"

Garments.

"Up-to-dat- e"

If You Do Not Inspect Them You are the Loser.

JULIUS H. GERDES.
5

Beautiful

Hand-Paint-

China

ed

j

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti- cle That You Might Be Interested In.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,

j
j1

and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

i

Reliable

"H.

C. YONTZ,

X
A

Blankets and
Comforters

44

HERE;
WILL MANAGE

Street

H. S. KAUNE

Phone, 130 Red.

'stenl

V.

u.

S

CO.

V3

tt
W

tt

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

GOODS

DRY

161.

k

Night Phone.Red 58.

XXXXXXSXXXSXXK

X

X

CO.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Just a Word About Bonds

XXXXXXXXXXXXXSXX,

Carriage & Automobile!
PAINTING

want to do BUSINESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted
Of course you

I

SIGN PAINTING

with

COURT MAKES
IMPORTANT DECISION.

S. SUPREME

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Phone

305 San Francisco Street,

Black No. 52

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

P Steed & Son I
CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

SIRETY COMPANY.

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Bffc

I

lYffftMIH

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL Bp PLEASED

WE

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor

MAKERS.

ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. Kentucky today won a victory over the FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Southern Pacific Company when the
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
U. S. supreme court decided that the
had the right to tax
commonwealth
Phone, Red 115
the company on the latter's steamers All Work Guaranteed.

,,

immmuiw

l

J

THE NATIONAL

,

125 Palace

Avenue.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Santa Fe,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
1

;

the Benefit of All the Light?
rooms are open for
bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our

;Why'N(rt
are
where
it. It saves on

your
display
it right
you
your light
using
Get
sell
we
them
from
will
away
right.
inspect ion7and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and
can
get.
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you

You pay tor, by having

K

DRUGGISTS

i

Phone, Red

IS

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

--

Always

Reliable

M

K

i:

perfect

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup

PICTURE FR AMINO

guarantee each and every Bot
tie we sell to last one year.

BUTT BROS. CO.,

Head of Normal University Will Try
to Have Stores Close Two
Hours Thursday.
Dr. Frank H. H. Ko'oerts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University
at Las Vegas, arrived here this after
noon to spend the week in Santa Fe
This noted educator has come here
to manage everything connected with
the big foot ball game which will be
played here Thursday afternoon at
3:30 o'clock on college grounds becolor.
tween the Normal University and the
New Mexico University.
Dr. Roberts said today that this will
be a splendid game and one which
IN
JUST
he is desirous of having all Santa Fe
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL witness. He will make an effort
which is likely to meet with success,
NITS and ALMONDS
to have all the stores close between
.
.
. .
.
the hours of 3 and 5 o'clock Thursday
StOCK Oljafternoon ln order t0 let the clerks
?nd other employes attend the game.
Famou

JUSt in, a
Aunt Jemima's

Funeral Directors

We

'A

GAME.

i

San Franciso

Blankets and Half Wool and
Fine Line of
Those
and Cotton.
Soft, Fluffy Comforters that
keep you warm and yet are not so heavy.
All-Wo- ol

DR. ROBERTS

Poor coffee is an unwholesome drink. To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have
Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee
with its fragrant.
aroma and

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

clcse was weak.
Closing Quotations.
New York, No. 13. Call

money,
2
silver,
prime paper,
copper,
56; Mexican dollars, 40
lead
12.1012.35; tin 42.37
sugar
i4.254.30; amalgamated, 58
107
Great
117
Atchison,
New York Central,
Northern, 128
Read108; Northern Pacific, 120
Southern Pacific, 112
ing, 152
Union Pacific, 170
steel, G2
steel, pfd., 109

PANCAKE FLOUR

MULLIGAN & RISING,

COMPANY.

S

119 San Francisco St

Phone, Red 189.

FURNITURE AND

R

j
'

tie. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

AKERS-WAG1-

UNDERTAKING

ftfw inacSouthern Pacific 1 .3'S.
t've stocks were lifted materially
CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS,
United
fore the market weak.ieil.
Your druggist will refund money if States Rubber rose 1
National
OINTMENT fails to cure any cuit 2
and Pittsburg Coal, pfd
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
Speculation became; very quiet on
fraction rally from 'the- lowest. Th?
recovery brought, most ot the list to a
The
trifle above Saturday's close.
-

INSURANCE,

S

We forgot to say that we are now beginning to
show our Xmas line of new novelties. You know what
" Santa " saye about the early buyer.

'

.11

PRICE-MAKER-

P. S

-

DOYOUWITAHOME?

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

i

Phone 36

I

:

i

in

your stomach or sour fermentation.

,,..;.

j

COMPANY
UUIIII 1111 1

:

O. Box, 219.

Nine times in ten headache
caused by poor digestion,
gas

r.

plates and are correct in detail.

SELIGIN

Ladies' Muslin Gowns always at a price that is
usually surprising to all alike.

(

o

And Pillow Tops

of

Ladies' Night Gowns, the same materials at a
similar range of prices.

j

at.

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs
K

state.

j

a
The first aid for relief is CEL-Sdelightful effervescent drink that settles stomach troubles. Why take poison tablets and powders that don't remove the cause? You cannot cure
your stomach by taking poison for
keeps your stom-Kfyour head. CEL-Sdown and your head up it settles stomach troubles. 10 and 25c at
The Capital Pharmacy.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
Ammon Dibert and his sister Miss INTEREST IN STOCK
MARKET LAGGED TODAY. the purchase price if it fails to do
Diberta Dibert are spending a few
all we claim. Is this fair?
days at the Alvarado Hotel in
Prices Advanced a Bit Before Noon
but Gains Were Limited to
Mrs. Edward Nye of Rochester, N.
Handfull of Securities,
v., accompanied by her little daught
NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
er, Edith, is visiting her sister, Miss!
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
MRS R. LOPEZ.
Hall on Lincoln avenue.
New York Nov. 13. Interest in
Governor-elec- t
Willialm
C. Me stocks lagged today. With prices genManicuring
Shampooing
Donald will be in Santa Fe tomorrow.! erally lower in London, trading beHair Dressing Massaging
Tonight a great mass meeting will! gan with a heavy tone, owing to a
Chiropody.
ue ueiu ai Aiuuuuerque in nis nonor. eonUmiatlon
proit taking and lack Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
State Secretary Herbert W. Clark of outgide demandThe course of the
of the Republican Central Committee market
bear tnl(i.r8 to
encouraged
spent Sunday at his home at Las
W thir operatlong and they were
He will return on Tuesday ah. tn hrin
Vegas.
hnllt Bnm -forenoon.
a bit before noon but FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
j Prices advanced
Attorney W. D.. Cleveland, who IS
V.!f crainc. npn lt.nitt.rl
in a
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
making Santa Fe his home, has gone handful of stocks guch as !(3 coaIe
to Albuquerque to take part in theiand tne
Hi,
group otnfr stocks ,m. Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
demonstration there tonight in honor
pnmd ,n more sedflte asMon and FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
of W. C. McDonald.
seemed to offer less resistance to the
Phone, 152 RedDr. H. Kirsh, who has been spend-- ;
lntraiittnt profit taking and
AMAD0
r
me uie past. iw xiioiiiHs m
e,
GUTIERREZ, PROP.
uu
selling
Valley established a
has gone to Albuqierque and expects new Wgh ihigli for th(J pn,
move.
later to go to Guadalajara, Old Mexi-- . ment
Reading
touching 1S1
co to speiiu several inunius.
showed an improvement of about two
coal
territorial
i
Kalaquias Martinez,
points over last week's closing, and
THE TIME TO BUY
oil inspector and prominent Republi- Consolidated Gas
Bonds were
3..;
can, will be here tonight from Taos on
HCT WATER BOTTLES
business connected with his office He
for
Bul1
was
supended
manipulation
Is now. We have just received
will be accompanied by his son James:
a wnile nl when profits wore sought,
Martinez.
alargefinedirect from factory,
Lenisn
Henry Essinger, the well known lne wnole llst ur0Ke all n"y.
thereby insuring fresh goods.
small
a
but
salesman and his wife nave returned Valley relinquished
advance,
to Santa Fe to live and have taken fraction of. its. forenoon
rooms at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Si- Pleading dropped back to a half point
mon Nusbaum on Washington avenue. under Saturdaq s close, U.iited States
Mayor and Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Steel a point and Union APacific end-

THE FINEST WE HAVE EVER HAD

I

nice, soft, fluffy, reliable grade of high art
outing used in our mens's Pajamas, Night Shirts, at
a living price, $1.00, 1.25 and SI. SO.
A

vaiucd at $12,ono,tM0 plying between
and Ha-- j
Orleans
New
Galvcsto,
vi'na and New Orleans and Havana,
The state condemned the right to
iir.i ose a tax because Kentucky was
the domicile of the corporation. The
company opposed tbe tax because the
si earners had never been within the

j

Suits.

We are prepared to save you a little money on
your purchases of any one of the above garments.

Milliner, Southeast Cor. Plaza.

!

the

Union

the line.

MISS A. MUGLER

C. L. Pollard, the Espanola business
man, has for the present taken up his
residence in this city.
Judge N. B. Laugh! n and Mayor Ar.
thur Seligman went to Albuquerque
on a political mission.
Frederico L,opez ot the office of the
county treasurer, went to Las Vegas
on Saturday to visit relatives.
Delegate to Congress William IT
Andrews will be in Santa Fe tomor
row.;- - He spent yesterday at Socorro
O. S. Bodenhausen and A. J. O. Bo
denhausen, clothing salesmen of St

win

Night Gowns, Pajamas,

IN

RUGELAR PRICE

on all Fancy Wings and
Feather Goods

in

ard.

Your Patronage Solicited

a

Of 25 Per Cent.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET

Ti

3

I

I

THE SANTA FE
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MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

ut. Louis Rocky ML &
Pacific

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
(tliiii
p in

la effect Sept,

Down)
16

1

a iu
: io
7

8

40
05

-- !l

35
50
9 10
9 35
10 OO

0
4

II
16
20
25
31
42
49

3 07
3 45

(Read Up)

1910

Kumakio
Dedinan
(Japulln
Vlftll
Thompson
CunninghamN.M
....Clifton House
Ar
Raton, N. M

55

.

3 35

4 00
3 50
3 30
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 55
1 30

T.v

N?Ai-

Raton,
Clifton House N' M.
.

. .

.

9 82
9 05

liColTax

Oerrososo

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan

.8
94

Lv

8 20
8 02
7 45

Ar a m

Ute Hark, N. M...Lv

Ar

6 35
8 27
6 17
6 00

pm

t.

G.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

"

k.

BAKING
POWDER

troubles disappear like magic and what was
formerly a day of doubt is now one of pleasure. K C Baking
Powder safeguards the health of your family by insuring
light, digestible food. And the price is right 25 ounces
for 25 cents.

bake-da- y

j

t,

Send for the K C CootCs "Book it's FREE.
The
sent

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

nSC

too, Arizona, Mexico and to th Pacific Coast, via HBW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraoct,

J0f

K

C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
recipes,
upon receipt of tlie colored certificate packed in
cans. Send it today.

free

i

25-ce- nt

Jaques

ni

.

KG

- ,p m

riOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and Soutb.UC
SStiwe for Van HoatcD N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.Z
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M.t for KUzabethtowu, N M., at 9:00 a. tn, dally excep
ttadsys, Fare uu one way 13.50 round trip; tifty pound baggaie carried frefl.
O. & S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N. M-- . for the south at 11:11 p, m. larrtves from th
tb at 4:38 a. m

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

Players

A2XD

If W. H. Andrews is not entitled
to a seat in the U. S. Senate, who
for the land sakes is? There would
not have been any senators if it
Mr. Bren expressed delight with the hadn't been for Andrews. Deming
A deal has been closed with Joej
Bren, of Kansas City
producer, to'nfcw home the Elks are erecting on Graphic.
in modern 'tneir lot next to the theatre and he
idea
his
latest
present
iwill send Mr. Sapp to Santa Fe Mon- It was a most acceptable change to
Carl A. Bishop, the
r.iinistrelsy.
listen to candidates who discussed
local
head
of
the
lodge ofj and will be at the Elks'
hustling
lodge room their stand upon the vital issues inEf.ks together with his entertain at 7:15
to meet those who de- - stead of slinging mud at the other
sharp
meetment committee held a hurried
(.ifp tn tnlfo nart In tha mlnctwl dir.
men in the race. Prescott Journal
ing yesterday and accepted an offer Ue w,u alsQ sjng geveral of h,g
Miner.
.
.
..
.
of Bren's made through A. T. Koch
Thea.
'inf will Via annniinpod lafn
Faith In Bursum.
Albuquerque for a few days to close
We do not now and never have benorma I erracc.
With Bren.
lieved any of the things charged
Santa Fe is indeed fortunate in A word relative to the show itself
against H. O. Bursam-- We are satis
u
amlBS
lu'B
al
?
securing the services of Manager, wl"
me cuuveimuu-friend- s fied that he was the victim of one
Charles Sapp, who made so many "rst Pari, insieau
of the most heinous cabals of miswhen he presented the "Mas- - al "circle" will show a terrace on which
representations and calumny the counare
re
oi
bania
t"e
enjoying
people
the
last
for
Beavers
querbders"
try has ever known. We supported
of
members
the
an
Different
outing.
All those who saw the proApril.
to sing "That him loyally from beginning to end,
duction, as well as those who took Party are called upon
went so well in Santa Fe and have no apologies to make. Rospart in it, enjoyed the event immense- - son6 tnat
well Register Tribune.
lv and many exclamations of iov are for the enjoyment of the party. The
make
and
all
chorus
the
take
dinfs
up
The
heard on the streets already.
has Sidelights on the Reform Movement.
younger people, who delight in ama- - merry for a "first part" that
When O. A. Larrazolo left the Demtonr thoatweaif. win have an rnnnr- - never been equalled in our city.
rnnitv In th comine minstrel that An olio consisting of a scream ocratic party to join the Republicans
room act and P,ano he gave as his chief reason for doing
they will not soon forget, for Sapp 18' funny curt
has proved himself to be a director of act by Sapp and Koch will be another so the fact that the Mexican people
stood no show with the Democratic
He has won the ,lealure- highest ability.
party, that the Democras had no use
are
to
All
those
take
connected
with
of
part
desiring
everyone
friendship
the "Masqueraders" to such an extent, requested to be present at the Elks for them except to get their votes,
while the Republicans treated the
that of the large amount of local tal- - Lodge Room at 7:15 o'clock sharp
the greatest care will have to be night to meet Mr. Sapp and the en- Mexicans fairly. The truth of Mr.
All out for Larrazolo's statement was proven in
ured in finding places for all those tertainment committee.
on election day. When
a big time.
Lordsburg
who will want to take part.
the ballots were counted it was found
that on six of the Democratic ballots
five per cent of the Democratic votes,
every Mexican name on the ticket had
been scratched off. There were no
Republican tickets marked in this
way. Larrazolo had the situation
rightly sized up.
When the election board counted
the votes in Lordsburg Tuesday night
of New tice to a loyal friend of the old sol- instead of, as it has been the custom,
To the Veteran Soldiers
taking one vote at the time out of the
JOHN R. M'FIE.
diers.
Mexico.

Out they come! Light
as .a feather delicious,
appetizing biscuits,
cakes, muffins and hundreds of other inviting
dishes everything just
right. With K C Baking
Towder the results are
sure and certain.
There is no
You Know beforehand
the family will be pleased
with your efforts. For
wheu you use
guess-wor-

8 55

.

Ar
Lv

15'
9 49.

10

gPreston.
Koehlor Junction
Koehler.

68
76

4 16
4
5 !KJ
5 1!1
6 18
5 SH
6 45

20

12

Moines. N. M...Ar

Lv.-De- a

.'Lv-

2 iu
2 47

1st

STATIONS

Ml lea

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13 ,1911.

Plays

Company

Railway

M.

Mfg. Co.. Chicago

22

(

THE FORUM"

Km
I.--

Hotel Arrvals.J

MIHES AID

mm

Palace.
Harry G. Wilson, Chicago.
box, and reading it off to the tally
Grant County.
Brother Veterans:
E. C. Von Diest, Colorado Springs.
clerks, they took all the ballots out
"Re
or
No
Chance
'or
of
Annexation,
has
J.
W.
taken
Writer
the
charge
that
Tt is no eeotism to say
G. E. Fullen, Boston.
and separated
them into straight
sents Clark's Annexation Talk."
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Gordon, New .he Penn company's properties near veterans were the men who in the
Democratic,
Republican, split
straight
can
find
he
if
will
see
Editor of the New Mexican: In an
Lordsburg, and
York.
days of the country's need left home article, "Again Talks of Annexing Democratic and split Republican piles
ore
the
body.
big
and counted
Charles T. Martin, Boston.
pile separately,
and all its dearest ties behind them, Canada," which appeared in Detroit which enabled each
Socorro County Mogollcn.
an independent check-- "
O. S. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph, Mr.
honor
while
Even
her
for
Co.
to
Ernestine
statwent
forth
fight
Mining
and
Journal, Detroit, Mich., Nov. 2,
er to get some interesting informaSt. Joseph,
A. J. C. Bodenhausen,
ROUTE
installing the new batteries, necessi and preservation. This is true of all ing that Champ Clark, speaker of the tion regarding how the votes were
Mo.
tating the hanging up of the old the wars in which America has been House of Representatives, at Fremont, split. There were 39 straight Repub-5ioa- n
P. E. Goddard, New York.
oft the
siamps to permit the new mortar engaged; it is also true that she has Neb., declared: "Nine-tenth- s
votes, and 62 straight DemoM. C. Noonen, Santa Rosa.
Meek to set, this company made the not been ungrateful, so far as grant- people of the United States are in
cratic votes; there were 28 split Re- H. W. Clark, City.
survivhisto
in
faithful
her
its
greatest monthly production
ing pensions
favor of the annexation of Canada," j publican votes and 59 split Democratic
H. R. McGibbon, City.
Per rates and full information address
tory. The new ore body opened be- ing soldiers can show her gratitude.
and that he is willing to run for pres. votes. Of the split Democratic votes
low the main tunnel is over 20 feet
II. F. Stephens. City.
is not generally known that al- ident, providing he Is let run on a there were six that had the name of
It
a- wide and averages ?40 per ton. The
William T. Graff. Denver.
calling fr- the annexation of every Mexican on the ticket scratched
though New Mexico was only about
Inst 19 day clean-uin October yield- thirteen years under the Union flag, platform
El Paso Texas.
Frank Zinnott Raton.
insofar as this country can off, and no name pasted over them.
Canada,
ed 10,465 Troy ounces of gold and when the Civil War began, she gave
Ben Bnura, New York.
that end, and let Presi- There were no such Republican splits.
Fiiver bullion and 5 tons of high grade 6561 men out of her small and wide-Y- i accomplish run
Leo Sehursbach, Springfield, Mo.
dent Taft
against him, opposing Two men voted for Stroup against
and when
concentrates; 570 tons of ore were
William L. McClure, Taos.
scattered population,
and he, Champ Clark, White. Four voted for Ervien against
milled during the week, producing 50 the war was over, the survivors re- annexation,
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
would carry every state in the nation, Emerson. Three men voted for Judge
sacks of concentrates in addition to turned to resume their lives of daily is
G. W. Prichard, City.
the most absurd statement that has Farker against Burkhart. Seven men
E.
the zinc box precipitates.
Craig, toil as quietly as if they had done ever
been heard of. The time to pro- voted for Hugh Williams. One voted
piesident of the company, is in camp nothing deserving of any reward.
Coronado.
pose
anything like that would be bet- for George Armijo. Ten men voted
A. Martinez, City.
inspecting the property and the new
When the first pension law was en- ter when Canada is ready for such a for Murray. .Eight men voted for
installations.
machinery
Gocdell.
Thirty-fiv- e
men voted for
E. Madrid, Santa Cruz.
and for many years thereaf- thing.
Deadwood Mines The 3rd level acted,
had not penetrated inMcCabe. Thirteen men voted for
Bias S. Valdez, Santa Cruz.
railroads
ter,
of
west has opened into good ore. The
Surely the defeat
reciprocity by Percy Wilson. Seven voted for HamilM. Martinez, Santa Cruz.
to the territory and as communica Canada, caused
mill continues its regular production
by speeches made on ton. Three voted for
Sabas Quintana, Santa Cruz.
of any kind with the east was
tion
Major Rockhill.
annexation by Champ Clark, is enough
of bullion and concentrates.
i
OR
Thomas F. Betton, Santa Fe.
very difficult, thousands of these to show the. people of the United Two voted for' Lamb. Fourteen voted
Mogollon Gold and Copper Co.
fer Farnsworth. Seven voted for
brave men never heard of the pass
Eo'.h the old Cooney Mine and the age of such laws, and when tney States that Canada is not asking for Downs. Seven voted for Shipley.
Montezuma.
of any favors. Canada is big enough to Five Voted for W. S. Cox.
Six voted
Mr. and Mrs. Newman,
Vallej Little Charlie are producing a good were advised of the existence
tirade ore. Smelter shipments are such laws, the difficulty of procuring take care of herself, and can look aft- lor cramer. '
USE
Ranch.
Twenty voted for Ritter.
er
resources'
without
own
her
sis
10
her
from
while
made
the
former
being
Four
voted
for
the necessary blanks, filling them up
W. B. Barry, Louisville, Ky.
ions per day are being treated in and filing them in the proper depart- ter's help, as she will need them all Hughes,- - and eight voted for McKee.
W. F. WiHbite, Santa Fe.
the Deadwood mill from the latter.
such difficulties that in the future to feed and keep warm Two men voted for Walton and Murments proser-teGeorge W. Sears, City.
The Oaks Company The new work- but few of them received their pen the people who will populate the vast ray, thus losing the vote. Two voted
W. W. 55o:linan Denver.
ing shaft on the Pacific has been sunk sions at all.
territory, now vacant.
for W. S. Cox as commissioner in the
Fre D. Clark, Cincinnati.
IS feet iu ore. Work continues on the
Canada has not asked for annexa second district. One man voted for
little
or
cc
other
reason
.Tie
For
J. S. Copiedge, Denver.
main tunnel.
W. W. Clock, El Paso, Texas.
given to this important tion, and even if she did It would not AiccaDe lor senator, two men scratch.
Socorro Mines The first delivery
unil the election of Hon. W. be until the spiritual and moral stand- - ed McGrath's name but did not vote
J. J. Finney, El Paso, Texas.
subject,
of crude oil for the De La Vernue enSHORTEST LINE TO
H. Andrews, as delegate to Congress ing of the United States is higher. Go tor Farnsworth. On the Republican
W. E. Oestreich. Albuquerque.
was made this week. Erection
gines
seven years ago. Then, he, to one of the cities in Canada on a scratched ticckets there were ten
C.
A.
Voorhees Raton.
of the new power house is progress- about
with characteristic energy, took hold Sunday and yoa do not see hundreds votes for McDonald. Two voted for
Hosten M. Bidony, Nevajo.
ing rapidly.
J
One voted for Lucero.
of it, and the results of his tireless of young people, girls and boys, stand-- Tergusson.
J. T. Linde, Denver.
Iron Group A good ore body has
The ing on the outs.e of a theater wait- for Burkhart aeainst Judge
evident.
soon became
labor
W. J. Ash, Chicago.
been opened up in the SO foot shaft
alL. C. Leonard, Chicago.
ing to get in. On a Saturday evening ' Parker. One voted for Owen for cor-al- l
good old New Mexican, published
to
Turquoise Mines.
Ond voted
veterans
calls
most
upon
the "bars" in that fast empire are Pomtion commissioner!.
daily,
B. E. Sagsdin, East Las Vegas.
Two turquoise mines in New Mexico
with Delegate closedso as to give the man who Ior Ma"on. Four voted for Walton.
open correspondence
William Peterson, Washington, D. C are .owned by the Persian consul
gen Andrews regarding their claims on drinks liquor to excess, a little time Tnve voted for Boulware. One voted
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rred C. Carpenter, Rockyford, 111. eral to New York city, Hayozoun
'OI Venable.
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Matthew Howell, Long Beach, Cal,
UJ McGrath. Two voted for Dickenson.
Topakpan, one near Silver ficial blanks were sent by him to the arrives. Let me say that Canada will
John J. Bandhall. New York.
Twelve voted for Ownby. One lone
City and the other near Santa Fe. The New Mexican office, and furnished to never ask the United States to
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
I. L. Towne, Boston.
Turkish consul general is an art con- all applicants, and when properly fill- hands, as she thinks too much join
Republican voted for F. L. Cox. Now
of
A.
Tony
Ferlet, Anthony.
noisseur and is an expert on Persian ed out were mailed to the delegate, Great
that
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Britain, of which she forms a 1 ..... you1.
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...a
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sli luB
Canada
has
a
to
irreat
dn
work
part.
G. M. Kroh, Boston.
he is looked upon as a statesman icers and soon thereafter, the pentry
apart from a nation whose spiritual
Oscar Nilso'n, Illinois.
ot great ability and is particularly sions were paid
by the pension and moral life is not what it
RESOLUTIONS.
J. T. Nilsen, Illinois.
ought to
colowell
in
of
oriental
the
thought
be.
agent of the district.
A. J. Carlson, Illinois.
nies in America. El Paso Herald.
Here are the results of Mr. AnM. Lundine, Illinois.
As far as the United States is conAdopted by Woman's Aid Society
labors for the cerned, the proposition of electing a of First Presbyterian Church on death
drews'
D. J. Hill, Hutchinson, Kas.
LETTER LISf.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Lapham,
patriotic veterans of New Mexico president on such a ticket as annexa of Mrs. Claribel Gable.
,
R. I.
during his seven years in Congress. tion would be one of the worst things
At a meeting of the Woman's Aid
List of letters remaining uncalled He has procured or helped to pro- that she could
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Brahery, Cedar
in the end it Society of the First
as
Presbyterian
do,
fer ia the pestefflce at Santa Fe, N. cure 5,000 renewals. Increases and
i
would separate Canada further from Church, the following resolutions
Rapids la.
those
191L
week
for
of
one
November
M.,
4,
each
ending
A. E. Minnum and wife, Denver.
original pensions,
her than ever. It would be a very the death of their late member, Mrs.
(f net called fer within twe weeks
Fred D. Clark, Cincinnati.
representing an average of $10.00 easy matter for Champ Clark to win Claribel Gable, were adopted:
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Wilby, they will be sent to the dead letter per month or a total sum of $600,000 on such a ticket as the one proposed,
Whereas, It has pleased our Heaven- efflce at Washiagten.
New York City.
per annum.
cent of the people not under- - V Father to remove from our midst
fifty
per
Alarid, Helen.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ford,
As all of us pensioners are old, standing the proposi'on, but persons our valued friend and member,
Cedar
Bailey, W. J.
and comparatively poor men, our thinking that .f Champ Clark were
Resolved, That we, the members of
Rapids.
Celso, Celso.
pension vouchers are very elected president, Canada would be tbe Society 'wllll howing to the Div- Herbert Houghton, Denver.
quarterly
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UAflftV
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Charles T. Wilson, Denver.
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Pres. Business College.
it is so much added to the
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all
sod
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Foreign
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U. S., Canada, Mexico
Padilla, J. M.
of tne goclet be tendered t0 thJ
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thy
Countries
Rhoades, Charley.
all to the energy, skill and pa- like President Taft,
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it
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A most scientific
common-sensson of J. P.
county, the
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one naa set out to cure ms criK, ana
could all notice that his voice
iey
was growing stronger. That smokehouse door was the first thing he had
aised his foot to kick a whole
--year.
Bread and water again for supper,
.
and another long night. Not a look
By CLSUDINB SISSON
By JANE OSBORNE
of pity not a "poor Moses!"
Truly,
things had changed. At midnight
At the age of twenty-three- ,
when Moses sat up on his cot to decide
Leila Hilborn absently fingered the
Was his crik really expensive lace on the counter before
Moses Smith was married, he was two questions.
s
mother-in-law'her. Her fine, straight brows were
spoken of as a hustler. As a car- better? Was this his
penter by trade, he was at work early fifteenth cure? Should he go to work? puckered and her dark oval cheeks
ind late. Two years later he (ell oft After an hour he decided both cases were flushed. Her eyes looked black
a scaffold and hurt his back. He was In the affirmative, and in the morning and angry.
Leila was angry and she was jealpetted and pitied and sympathized he was ready to say:
"Mother, I've been doing some serious for the first time in her cmfwy in
with, and, although after six weeks
were
ous
here
of loafing, the doctor pronounced
thinking since you
ous of John West, and angry with
Moses as good as new, the carpenter last."
herself for being jealous. John West
"You have? I am sorry for that had, as
had lost his hustle. His wife dreaded
every one believed, fallen deswarned you not to strain your mind.
that he might Injure himself by goperately in love with Leila, and she
You
must
be
too
soon
very,
very quiet."
and she started
ing to work
had found herself entirely captivated
"I I ought to have been at work by the
dressmaking to support them while
strong, sincere man who
for months past"
he loafed.
her. Yesterday she had
with
pleaded
lived
Moses Smith's mother-in-la"But the lame back, you knew?"
promised to marry him.
In another state. She heard how
to
have
"I shouldn't
drinking."
gone
Today had opened happily. There
things were going, but it was a year
"But you had to, poor man."
bad been a letter from John in the
found
on.
came
She
she
before
"If you'll let me out now I'll have a morning mail and a letter to write to
Moses growing fat and his wife growjob before night."
him; and there had been a wonderful
ing lean. It didn't take the old lady
"I couldn't, Moses I couldn't It's bunch of orchids in the middle of the
over a week to size things up. In her
altogether too sudden. If you went morning, and a suggestion by teled
time she had known of several
to work now It might be the last of phone that they go to the theater In
men and foolish wives. With
and I don't want my daughter a the evening. But Leila's
unhappln-esthe doctor to back her, she announced you,
widow. Let's do a good job and not
lurked in the subway. When she
and
must
go away
that her daughter
entered the train to go down town to
IheBt for a month to prevent a nervous hurry about it"
It was on the morning of the tenth shop, her heart had leapt at recognit-would remain to
- oses.
day, and after two ministers and a ion of John's broad back ahead ol
score of lawmen had pleaded for her. She had started toward him,
i.:livd man didn't like it
nr c.n overturning of his Moses, that the door, was unlocked but she hesitated as she saw his comHe doubted if and an ax put Into his hands. He panion, a very pretty young woman
e
. ay
more tea and walked straight to the woodpile and smiling confidently into his eyes.
- v oses!" for him. He made the chips fly. When he bad
"I wonder," Leila had thought,
o .
however, and the worked for two hours he put on his "why he didn't tell me he was going
coat and started to look for a job, to be
morning his wife started away he and when
up town." And she had
his wife came home he was ly taken a seat near the door.quietwent down to the village postofflce
At
was
new
barn.
on
at
work
There
a
and took his old seat on the veranda
flrst she had not thought of being
sur
and hoped for the best. At noon he astonishment at his cure, and
She had simply watched
jealous.
returned home to meet with a sur- prise that he wouldn't tell how it had John and bis pretty companion.
All
about.
been
the
explana
brought
In
no
dinner.
reply
prise. No fire
They seemed oblivious to everyto his look of bewilderment the lady tion he made was that he suddenly thing but each other.
Crusty old genThe
mother
felt
way.
something give
with the iron jaw replied:
tlemen looked approvingly at them
"You didn't cut any wood, and so was a little clearer as she said:
over their papers, as crusty old gen'Nelly, all men want a mother-in- there's no dinner"
tlemen do look at young and whole"But I can't raise the ax with this law around the house, but some want some
A messenger
companionship.
I
were
If
more
others.
them
than
you
back."
lame
next
to
Leila snickered as he saw
boy
around
o'
out
leak
kind
the
I'd
let
it
to
raise
"Then you won't have
John protectlngly put his arm behind
village that you ain't going to do any
knife or fork!"
his companion as the train suddenly
Moses went back to the grocery more dressmaking, and that Moses is
lurched around a turn.
and filled up on a raw turnip. He going to give up sitting on the post- "Bride and groom," he whispered,
went home to supper, but there was office steps and put in ten hours' work
grinning.
no supper. No wood no supper. He for eight hours' pay."
And to cap the climax John had acwent out and sat down under a lilac
tually stepped on Leila's toes as he
bush, and his eyes filled with tears. DATE FROM FIFTH CENTURY
left the train, and had not even
He was in the habit of going to bed
looked at her as he hurriedly raised
at 9 and getting up at the same
hour next morning. His going to bed Invention of Large Church Bells his hat and begged her pardon.
Ascribed to Paullnus, Bishop
It was too much, thought Leila. A
on this occasion was according to
of Nola.
pretty girl was all right in her place;
program, but he was aroused at 8
o'clock by a dash of water in his face.
it wasn't so very long since John had
In the twenty-eightchapter of Ex thought her the prettiest girl in the
He had been called twice in vain.
occurs
the
34
and
verses
35,
world. It was all right for John to
"Moses, the ax and the woodpile!" odus,
as he came first mention of bells, and their use go around in the subway with people
said the mother-in-ladown stairs with a scowl on his brow. is practically the same as that to he. had never even told her about, il
"You know I'm a cripple," he an- which modern church bells are put, he wanted to. It was all right, even,
namely, to give notice of the time for for him to put out that splendid,
swered.
public worship.
"No wood bo breakfast!"
the wostrong arm of his to
The uses of bells as summons to man next to him from protect
He went slowly out and bent to
a jolt. But to
from
pick up the ax and straightened up prayer are not derived directly
sit almost opposite her, Leila Hilwith a groan and his hand to his this source as they have been used born, the girl who had the day before
In all ages for secular as well as re
back.
promised to be his wife, openly flirt"It's a crik in the back," said the ligious purposes.
ing with somebody else, without even
of
officer
the
Grecian
In
out.
the
find
it
army
"I'm glad to
woman.
so much as appearing to notice her,
at
sentries
visited
the
I've tackled fourteen different criks the guard
was too much. And although
Leila
of
and cured each and every one. If I night with a bell as a signal
kept sensibly telling herself that she
can cure you then Nelly will be very watchfulness, and the Romans used detestec
jealously, she finally owned
happy when she returns. Come along small ones In their baths and places up to herself that she was madly, fuof business.
out to the smokehouse."
of John West.
The honor of Inventing the large riously jealous
"But what's the smokehouse going
came back to the
Her
thoughts
to
ascribed
is
church
Is
bells, however,
to do for a man whose spinal cord
lace on the counter.
of
a
of
Nola,
city
Paullnus, Bishop
all knotted up?"
"I'll take this," she said to the pret"Treatment, Moses treatment. Just Campania, who flourished in the fifth
little saleswoman a
ty
Not
era.
Christian
of
the
century
inside."
step
young
girl, whose rosy mouth drooped
into
introduced
were
after
was
they
long
He stepped, and the door
unhappily at the corners and whose
closed on him and locked. He found Britain.
St. Dunstan presented several to blue eyes moodily followed the movea cot, a jug of water and a loaf of
bread. He kicked on the door and Malmesbury Abbey, and the abbot ments of Mr. Thomas Finch, floorcalled out to know what It all meant, of England, In King Edward's time, walker in the lace and embroidery
in a
down and made six bells, which were named department, as he conversed
and was told to cuddle
take treatment for the cure of gen- after distinguished personages, and, friendly manner over an exchange
eral laziness, drink, a crik in the Bays the historian, such a concert check with a striking brunette at the
opposite counter.
back and lying abed In the morning. was never heard in the land before.
"I said I would take this lace," Le
The custom of ringing upon occa
He was warned that any extra emotion on his part would make the crik sions of public rejoicings is derived ila repeated sternly.
"I beg your pardon," said the girl.
worse," and told that there was no ob- from an early usage of the Catholics,
jection to his sleeping all day. Moses who In this manner gave notice of "How much do you want?"
"Seven yards," said Leila,
was foolish enough to kick and shout the arrival of a church dignitary
The saleswoman,
until a score of villagers came run- within their Jurisdiction, and it was
Hester Clark,
ning to see what the matter was. To regarded as a high offense it the pulled off fold after fold of the heavy
anbells were not rung.
one and all the mother-in-lalace, always watching from under her
swered:
long lashes the man and woman at
"Moses has had a crik in the back
the opposite counter. She carelessly
Publicity an Essential.
James Hamilton Lewis, once a mem measured off six yards of the lace.
for a year past, and I've set out to
"Six yards, did you say?" she asked
cure it. I hope to meet with great ber of congress and now an attorney
success.- In fact, I don't think his In Chicago, was on one occasion can- mechanically, as she made out her
didate for an elective position in the check.
wife will have to do dressmaking
'
when she comes back. Thanks for northwest. At that time Lewis was
"I did not, I said seven," said Leila,
of "and six won't be a bit of use."
famous for "his pink whiskers,"
calling. Come again."
"But I've cut It," said Hester.
During the first day Moses thought which he had a roseate and flaming
"That's not my fault," said Leila.
and slept by turns, and now and then abundance. One day an acquaintance
shed tears. In a few hours his life of Lewis' dropped into a hotel and "You'll have to call the floorwalker
bad changed over and his peace and asked the clerk:
"Isn't that Jim Ham Lewis over
comfort had departed.
Leila looked at the girl. Her hard
At sundown more bread and water. there reading that newspaper?"
softened, as she recognizexpression
"No," explained the clerk, "that's a ed the
He yelled and kicked and again he
in the face before
unbappiness
was warned to supress his emotions. fellow who looks so extraordinarily her. Hester, seeing sympathy, broke
have
Lewis'
opponents
him
that
like
was
but
He demanded better fare,
down.
answered that until his crik got so hired him to sit around In hotel lob"I can't call Mr. Finch; I just
"the
that
create
bies
and
Impression
; that he could use the ax there would
1 don't care if
I lose
can't.
my
be no cooking. On the second night he is Lewis."
said falteringly, "I Just
she
place,"
Lewis coined the famous Idea: "If
he seriously thought of suicide, and
He'd
simply can't call him now.
he smiled joyously as he conjured up you can't praise me In the newspapers. think I did it purposely."
please roast me; but never leave my
a mental picture of the mother-in-laLeila looked from the tragic little
opened the door In the morning name out altogether." The Sunday face to the young man still
talking
and finding him stark and stiff in Magazine.
animatedly across the aisle. She undeath. But successfully to commit
derstood.
Stretching a Point.
suicide one must bave something
"Well of all things," she said, and
"You have been telling me about
more than a jug of water and a loaf
broke into a smile. "So
of bread at hand. Moses couldn't your 'apartments' In town and you her stiff lips
too.
never
Well,
you're Jealous,
have but one room."
choke himself with either.
another
cut
mind;
dear
yard. I don't
observe
just
fellow,
kindly
"My
Breakfast was the same old bill of
blame you for making blunders.
I
fare, and the woman still had her this spacious closet la the corner."
suppose I'd bave done something stuIron jaw. There was no conversation.
WOKE HIM UP.
pider than that."
Moses nibbled andslpped and thought.
When Hester, her face filled with
An hour before noon he called out
came back with Leila's
gratitude,
asked
when
what
he
wanted
and
he
change and tried to thank her, Leila
Terr humbly replied:
smilingly stopped her.
"Mother, I believe that crik Is bet
"Don't you say a single thing," said
-- ,,
ter."
Leila. "And here," she said unpin"It's too soon, Moses it's too
soon."
ning the wonderful bunch of orchids
at Her belt, impulsively; "You Just
"Maybe, if I was very careful.
wear these; maybe they'll help you
could split a few sticks of wood to get
' dinner with,
to get through the day. They just
about kill me."
"I wouldn't have you try It for the
You have
Leila hurried away. Somehow she
world, my dear
felt
better. She wouldn't wear John's
a
for
bad
In
dreadful
been
year.
shape
flowers, anyway, and obviously there
Uny undue' exertion might finish yon.
were other girls In the world aa unYou shall have a raw tomato to help
out your dinner, as that goes with the
happy as she was. She went to
corner flower stand and bought a
treatment. If It wasn't half a mile to
bunch of American beauty roses, and
the nearest saloon I'd ask you to have
drink with me."
pinned them where the orobida had
Moses didn't have such a lame back
been.
that he couldn't understand sarcasm,
Til Just let him think I am wearand he raised another row. Agate the
The Rohln What's coma over Wil- ing somebody else's flowers, and let
. neighbors came, but when be ap- lie Sparrow t He used to be so' quiet, him see how it feels to be Jealous,"
t?
pealed to them for help they looked but now he's very chirpy?
she said.
at th mother-in-lato he theater
She asked them
John and Le"
The Wren Why, he accidentally lit
,
o iiUirfen, h.'u 'bar treatment
on live wire last week.
had
that, ereatnc-i-.-
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Lefta was consciously
her lo'vllest,
and she realized that John was more
than ever in love with her. Neither
of them spoke of the ride in the subway.
"I say, Leila," said John, in the
flrst intermission; "did that dunce ot
a florist send roses? I ordered orchids I know you like them best."
"Oh, no," said Leila lightly. "Don't
you suppose any one but you sends
nie flowers?"
"But Leila," objected John,
"you
wouldn't wear them?
Surely you
wouldn't let somebody else's flowers
take the place of mine."
Leila was silent; she turned away
so that she need not see the look of
doubt and suffering in John's eyes,
A familiar voice behind her caught
her ear the voice of the girl who
had sold her the lace.
"Well, 1 can't help it, can I," it
said, "if he sends me flowers?"
"No, no," cried a deep respons- eLeila knew it was the floorwalker
"But Just tell me you're not oh, lies-- !
ter, you're not going to marry him
are you? I always thought jou knew
how I felt, but when I saw those
flowers and asked you If he had given them to you why 1 knew then
what it was to be jealous, and then I
decided to make you promise tonight
to marry me. Hut, if you're promised
to hira if you let him spend all his
money on flowers like that "
Leila resolutely turned back to
John.
"Who was that pretty girl In the
subway with you this atternoon,
John?" she demanded.
"That pretty girl? That was my
cousin Lucy from Montreal.
Uncle
Bob telegraphed me to meet her at
the uptown station to take her down
to the steamboat dock to meet my
aunt. They're going to Europe. But
I don't see what that's got to do with
those confounded flowers."
"I do," said Leila,
smilingly
through
eyes. "Oh, John,
I've been such a goose, John. I was
jealous. Just wait a minute."
She turned suddenly to the girl behind her who was trying to explain
away the presence of the costly orchids.
"Should you mind," said Leila, "if
I took back the flowers I gave yo
this afternoon?"
Hester Clark started at the sound
of the familiar voice.
"You did give them to me, didn't
you?" she asked, "this afternoon because I was so blue and
tear-fille-

"be"Yes," said Leila, laughing,
cause you were so awfully Interested
in a young floorwalker who was talking with a girl at the counter opposite."
She turned away from the happy
but embarrassed faces.
"John," she whispered, as the curtain started up, "I bought the roses.
Here are my flowers the ones you
sent me. I let somebody else have
them because I was jealous of that
pretty little cousin 1 sat opposite
you In the subway you never noticed me. And 1 thought the flowers
might make the other girl happy."
Leila sought and found forgiveness
in John West's eyes before the lights
went out; and she knew that the two
behind her were as happy as she and
John were.

FOUND

A

PROPERTY HOLDER

-

"

Real Estate Might Not Have Been of
Much Commercial Value, But
It Was There.

For nearly a week a shabby boy
had been making daily visits to an
East side (New York) library. Always he asked the same question,
peering up anxiously at the librarian
behind the desk, "Kin I have a book
today?" Always he was met by the
counter question: "Have you filled
In your application blank?" and always he was seemingly crushed when
to his reply in the negative she responded that he could not possibly
have a book until the application
blank had been filled In and signed.
At last one morning he arrived and
handed the application,
much the
worse for wear,- to the librarian. She
scanned the crumpled paper and said
it was all right, except he hadn't had
it signed.
"Signed?"
repeated the child.
"Who'll I git to sign it?"
"Don't you know any one who has
a business or who owns property who
would sign it for you?"
The boy looked blank, but reaching
up a grimy little paw repossessed
himself of the application and went
away saying "he would try to find some
one." In an hour he returned, his
face all smiles.
"I got some'n Jo do it, missus," he
announced joyfully.
"That's good," responded the librarian. "Who Is it?"
"It's me a'nt," was the response.
"Is she in business?" he was asked.
"No, ma'am, not exactly," he replied.
"Well, does she own any property?"
"Yes, ma'am, she do."
"Where Is her property, my boy,"
asked the librarian.
"Why," said he with some pride,
"she owns a plot in Calvary, where
me Uncle Mike's buried."
-

Experienced,

PBOFESSIflU

WANTS
WANTED

A good milk cow.

....

Attorney-at-La-

FOR RENT Six room house, with
D. S. Lowitzki.
fv.rniture.

New Vertc

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

7.30.
H. H DORM AN,

Attorneysot-La-

FURNISHED room, with light, heat
Practice in tje Distrl t Court a
Master
and bath for gent. Th!s office.
veil as before the Supreme Court oi CHAS. E. IJNNEY. Seerm.-y-.

he territory.

FOR RENT Eight room house. 113 (.as Cruces,
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M.

1, R. A. M.

C.

FOR SALE

1000 one and

Shropshire Rams, till
stock. C. E. Hartley.

A.

No.

1

Exceptions.
"No matter what It Is, me, every
tor
man
the
who does."
time,
"""" Vrr.t
."Yes, but SUppo?

i

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

O. WARD

VY.

Territorial District Attorn

y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Vegas,
7
E. C.

7:30

las

p. ra.

JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.

Attorney
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Practice in the District ana iSu
Courts.
Prompt and careful
housekeeping.
Santa Fe Comn.an'ierj
Apply 209 Jefferson St. preme
attention given 10 all businessNo. 1. K. T. Regular
Mexico
New
Banta
Fe,
Lost Gold beads between residence
conclave fourth Monof C. L. Bishop and Capitol. Finder
day in each month at
G. W. f RICHARD
return to New Mexican and receive
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
suitable reward.
mAttorney and Counsellor at Law
PPractice in all thr District Court
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
nd give spaciat uttetitiun to cases W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
WANTED A permanent positon
for a first class lady cook.' Wages f 10 before the Territorial Supreme Court
per week. When applying state posi- Off c: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M
Santa Fe txidge ef
tions held for the past two years and
Peifection No. 1, 14th
HARRY O. MOULTO'l
length of time at each place. Address
degree. Ancient and Acor telephone. The VaJley Ranch, Valcepted Scottish Rite of
N.
M.
ley Ranch,
Free Masonry meets on
Attorney-at-Lathe third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
TYPEWR!TERS.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Santa Xe, N. M.
Ribbons and sup
platens furnished.
Visiting Pcotlsh Rite Masons are corO.
O.
L.
Formerly Special Agent,
plies.
dially invited to attend.
Typewriters sold, exchange)
and rented. Standard makes hanc"e: Land Claims nd Contests a Specialty
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
All repair work and typewrites guaj
Venerable Master.
Chas. R. Eauley HENRY F. STEPHENS. 32
an teed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E Chas. F. Easley.
Three or four rooms,
furnished or unfurnished for light
FOR RENT

,

..'

Phone 231.

change.

SELLING Our Exclusive
Linen
Heel and Toe guaranteed hosiery direct from mill to wearer, pays big profits; all styles and qualities; custo-

mers waiting; repeat orders insure
permanent increasing income; excluMcKEAN & CHEETHAM,
sive territory; credit. Address PAR.
Attorneys-at-LawKER MILLS, 753 Chestnut St., PhilPractice in ail the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
adelphia.
New Mexico.
Taos,
H,

IN
ANOTHER

-

EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and befor
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Bant. Fe, N. M., branch Offlco Ettas- cia, N. M.

Secretary.

a

No.
4C0, B. P. O. E. holds

Its regular session on
the second and fourth
ot each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are lnviteu and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

o

I. D. SENA,

Secretary.

Attorney and counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts is
the Territory.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
,-

PROBERT

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

U ORTIZ.

& COMPANY

Investments

Independent Order of Beavers.
Stocki.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holdr
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
Money Loaned for investors
We bave for sale general stocks ot first and third Friday. Visiting Brots
Retail Lumber Yard ers are always welcome.
Merchandise.
and other Business
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
Opportunities
President
throughout Taos county.
C. J. NE1S,
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico
Taos,
Secretary.
Laids, Mines, Bond

DR.

&

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

J.

JV. DIAZ,
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thurs

Mildly Censuring Him.
Phone, 220 Black
"My goodness!" she says, with a
pretty scowl, "I think a girl would
OFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M
feel dreadfully foolish if she proposed
to a man."
"I should think so, too," replies the W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
D
diffident youth.
Genito-l'rinar"Bui then 1 suppose there are some
Diseases.
girls who are just simply compelled
THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH
to do the proposing," she sighs.
After an hour's consideration of
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
that remark he realizes what she
ADMINISTERED.
really means. Woman's World.

days, Fireman's

Hall. H. Foreraap,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Farmer.

Santa Fe Cams

y

13514,

M.

W. A.

neets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vtating neigh.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.

dors welcome.
Expert Judgment.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
"Now, children, name some of the
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
higher class of brutes besides elephants, Hons, horses, dogs and so on
Jimmy Jones, you name one."
State Nat. Bank Bid., Albuquerque N M
"My father's a brute."
6673, R. N. A. meets
vv?t??
"Jimmy, I'm surprised at you! How
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
fourth Tuesday of
can you say such a thing?"
Dentist.
each month: so
"Well, teacher, that's what mother
ft'
Over Spitz:? Jewelry Store.
cial meeting third
calls him."
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Tuesday at Elks'
Phone Red 6.
HalL
Vis i
Dire Necessity.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
neighbors welcome
"Yes, sir. In a year from now this
And by Appointment.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Amalgamated Balloon stock will be
Crude.
worth $10,000 and I'll sell it to you for
Herewith are some bargains offered FLORENCE RISING.
60 cents."
Recorder.
by the New Mexican PrintingCom-pany- ;
"If it'll be worth $10,000 in a year
Code of Civil Procedure of the
from now, why don't you keep it yourTerritory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
nooms to Rent?
Have you
self?"
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
A little campaign Want advertising
and
"Well, you see, I need a shave
Missouri Code In the New Mexican will
a hair cut, and I'd be a holy show If I Pleading forms, $5;
keep the
Pleadings.
6; the two for 110.
from your furnished rooms from
waited that long." Judge.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws lapsing.
The classified columns are
of New Mexico. 18S9, It 31 and 1(03, J always looked up closely and it will
Not Full of Grief.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; 'pay you well to use them.
"Gladys Is very strict in her ideas full leather
FlexibU
Sheriff's
about the appropriate touch in dress." 'Sever Pock ft.
t
Dockets, single, $1.26;
"Is she?"
New MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
two or more books, $1 each.
"So much so that when her
Mos
POSITIONS.
FOR GOVERNMENT
died she would not wtoar any M'xlco Surreme Court Reports,
t and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
Free booklet tells about 360,000
but
dilation Corporation La .vs. 7C c. Com protected positions in U. S. Civil SerTo the Wanderer.
More than 40,000 vacancies
jllstion Mining Laws, 0 c Moaey't vice.
Come back, come back, O, absent pard!
lifetime employment
Break up your camp 'mid spruce and digest of New Mexico Fjports. nil? every year,
to get. Just ask for examinapine!
theeo. $fi.68: full list school blanks.
Easy
A wild man has escaped his guard
New Mexico Civil Sertion booklet
And gone rampaging through your
Try a New Mexican Want Ad, it vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
Line!
)4S2.
brings results.
Elusive English.
When a sturdy Slovak entered a
store in lower Broadway the other
day the dapper clerk, wishing to put
AND
the foreigner at his ease, observed

tint

half-sist-

THE PALACE

cheerfully:
"Hello, John! How's your liver!"
able. She made a
After a minute's reflection the fora
brass
tack
up
at the hospital."
dull face beamed with inteleigner's
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"That's nothing to what she can do.
he replied:
and
ligence
She made the young doctor she's en"Oh, yes me liver in Brooklyn."
gaged to cough up a diamond ring."
The only QOOD HOTELS in
Judge.

-

Santa Fe Chapter

New Mexico.

Kin-sel-

HOTELS

THE MONTEZUMA

Is quite remarkman I know cough

Business Reasons.
"So, my son, you want to give up
work. But can you afford to retire?"
"Oh, yes, sir. I'm going to be married."

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi
cation first Monday
of each month at
a
Masoaic - Hall

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Sun-mou-

Scnta Fe,

"That trained nurse

Strictly Culinary.
"Don't you believe this regular outcry against the meat supply is all cooked up?"
"It certainly does seem some like
roasting the beef."

Fraternal Societies

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Sanatorium.

down-hearted-

fair-haire-

and"

PACE SEVEN

Now Under

theSame'Maoagement.

the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

Mountain Lore.
Large Sample Rooms.
"Any fish In this brook?"
"Government stocked it with trout
once," replied the
"But they won't come near a hook."
"They do seem smarter than other
fish. I reckon maybe they had to pass
a civil service examination 'fore the
government would notice 'em."

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

old-tim-

Coronado Restaurant

'Not Afraid of Jhe Outlook.
"So you're actually going to marry
young Wasterly! Why, there's nothing to him but his follies and a big
bank account."
222
"Well, you can rely on me to change

Short Orders run Day

I.

Famished rooms

)

& Night.

connection.

Sai Francisco Street

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LL'PE HEIRERA, Prop

TIIE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE. N.
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

COPYRIGHT HOLDS GOOD
AGAIN T MOVING PICTURES.

ress flour

(Bv Special Leaspfl Wire to New Mexican )
Washington, D. C, Nov. 13 Moving
picture show promoters received a

the answer to
every Bakirvg Problem,
It's Firer Whiter

Famoas GERMAN

PROCESS,
"A ROGERS SILVERWARE'
COUPON IN EVERY SACK

BP.

Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 13.
For New Mexico Generally
fair tonight and Tuesday with
rising temperature.

X

Apples Order your winter apples
now, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
cree of absolute divorce today was Ranch. Phone Black 33126.
Rooms needed for entertaining visgranted in the superior court of 1his
iting teachers. Telephone Rupert F.
county to Mrs. Louisa Fletcher
wife of Booth Tarkington, Asplund, who has charge of accomothe novelist and playwright.
Mr. dations.
Chilly Nights, we all agree. Then
Tarkington had not asked for
we kindly refer you to advertisement

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Santa Fe,

flOlD

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov 13. A de-

F. ANDREWS,
4.

DAILY

blow this morning when the supreme
court of the United Staes decided that
Your Sionature Embossed on your
moving pictures based on the scene3 pocket knife handle, is the latest from
of a copyright book, may constitute
Germany at GOEBELS.
an infringement of copyright or the
Another One of Pathe's good war
to
reserve rights
dramatize.
pictures at the Elks' tonight.
Epworth League will hold its reguMRS. TARKI.NGTGN GIVEN
lar monthly business meeting tomor-roDECREE FOR ABSOLUTE DIVORCE
evening at 7 o'clock.

arvd More Urviforrrv.
Made by LARABEES

Phone No.

THE

Decison of Supreme Court of United
States Seriously Affects
Business.

M.

N. M.

of W. N. Townsend & Company if you MANY TEACHERS
are looking for comfort.
WILL BE HERE.
FRANK
GET
THE WILLIAM
rom rage One.)
(Continued
WAISTS of us. Best
CHILDRENS
made, try one. W. H. Goebel Co.
Bakery Moves The bakery of Ama- - acreage 246.38; money $315.98. Origido Gutierres was nday moved from nal desert entries 1; acreage 40; mon- the westside of the Piaza into of the ley $10. Final desert entries 4; acre- Miguel Chaves' store rooms on lower age 596.07; money $596.07
San Francisco street.
Changes in Indian Service.
A
A dispatch from Denver says: FurComedy is .Two
Fcols and Their Follies. It's at the ther changes in the Indian service
are inevitable, according to Robert G.
E.lts' tonight.
Wanted Your shoe trade. Why? Valentine, commissioner of Indian AfBecause we know how to handle it fairs, department of the interior, who
and handle it right. Nothing so nerve is here. Mr. Valentine is on a trip
racking as shoes that "pinch" and of inspection through the west.
The New Mexico muddle has been
that is what we are strong on. No fit
w
cleared
no money.
John Fflueger.
up," ne saiu, n
Page,
is concerned,
administration
the
three.
jas
An Excellent Home proposition is; and Clinton J. Crandall, superintend- off ered in today's advertisement of O.ient of Indian schools at Santa Fe, N.
H V. Hneeeshall.
C. Watson & Company.
Look it up, M lvtll resign
chief special officer of the Indian servYou may be interested.
The Blind Princess and the Poet, a ice, who succeeded William E. John- Piograph Fantasy in the land of flow- - son, will be made superintendent of
the Santa Clara pueblo, taking the
eis. It's at the Elks'.
Fair and Warmer That is the pre-- : place of Charles E. McChesney."
diction of the weather bureau for to-- 1
Mr. Valentine was emphatic in de- morrow.
The maximum temperature nying the charge that the liquor
was forty-fivdegrees, the terests had gained control of the
de-- ; dian
last night twenty-twbureau, and said that the prose-greeThe coldest night of the sea-- cution of men who sell liquor to the
'
son thus far was Saturday night when redmen will be more vigorous than
the temperature dropped to twelve de- - ever.
Mr. Valentine stated that the resiggrees and killed all annual
nation of William E. Johnston was vol
vegetation.
Tonight's Program at the Elks, "A untary.
Daughter of the South;" "The Blind j'
Princes and the Poet;" "Two Fools ELOCUTION RECIITAL BY
and Their Follies."
MISS SARAH D. ULMER.
Send in Room List Secretary R. F.
Asplund of the New Mexico Educa- Will Be Given on Tuesday Night, Notional Association,
asks Santa Fe
vember 14, 1911 at 8 p. m. at
house owners to send him a list of
Court House.
the rooms for rent to the teachers Vocal Solo
Selected
who will be here Wednesday to Satur-- j Mr. A. J. Teare.
to
500 teachers are; jimmy Brown's
day. From 400
Sister's Wedding
expected and unless private looms!
Anonymous
can be procured, it will be very dim-- , Death of Little Dombey
cult to nouse this large body of edu
Chas. Dickens
cators for the hotels will be filled.
The Book Canvasser ....Max Adeler
Violin Solo
Selected
HENRY CLAY BEATTIE
Miss Iva N. Ashton.
MUST HANG FOR CRIME.' Concerning Isabel Carnaby
Ellen T. Fowler
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, The Clover Meadow ..Byron W. King
The Bobolink
Denies Petition of Writ of
The Aldine
Vocal Solo
Error.
Selected
Miss Jessie Carroll.
(By Special Leased "Wire to New Mexican)
Richmond, Va., Nov. 13. The su- - Her First Appearance
preme court of appeals today denied1
Richard Harding Davis
the petition of a writ of error by Shepherd Scene From "Ben
Hur" ..
ueaLiie, jr., cunviciea 01
iivnijr
Lew Wallace
murdering his young wife last July.
Crossing the Bar
This decision on the appeal from
Lord Alfred Tennyson
the judgment of the Chesterfield court
which sentenced him to die in the
Read
electric chair on November 24 Is final. umn if the New Mexican Want Colyou want results.
Clemency or reprieve by Governor
Mann only can save the condemned
g

e

o

1
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TO YOU THE

WE RECOMMEND

mmhn.

TOL

K

t

POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
s
FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an
VERITHIN MODELS
We
14
cases.
ask
18kt.
and
of
gold
distinctive,
original
variety
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

r

Library Tables

W

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTEPerfect service in our watch

repair-departme-

DAVID LOWITZKI,
c 11

Furniture, Qaeensware, Tinware,
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest .Cash Price Paid for
New and

Second-Han-

d

Iilfe!

ill

Dining Chairs of all kinds, in sets
and odd ones too. If you want Dining
Chairs we are the people to see we
Prices from
have the assortment.
$1.25 each to $36.00 per set.

l Santa Fe Hardware

SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 56 BLACK.

We also have a new assortment of
Dressers at prices that range from
$12.00 to $35.00.

Goods.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Second-Han-

E HAVE some now
Library Tables in

Mission and Waxed
Golden Oak. These
just came in and are the sea
son's latest designs.

nt

is our hobby. Try it.

Second-Han-

4I5 Palace Avenue.

::::

Phone. Black 204.

" It's the Watch for You."

Dealer ia New and

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
TIIE FINEST PRACTICAL

JAMES

i

-

& Supply Co.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

13

,1911.

LIGHTER WORLD SHIPMENT
PUTS STRENGTH INTO WHEAT.
Although Dull, Corn Turned Sharply
Upward Oats Climbed From
Outside Provisions Do Well
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
13. Lighter
Chicago, 111., Nov.
world shipments than expected put
fresh strength today into wheat.
lower to c
Opening prices were
to
up. December started at 93
an advance of
to c re93
93c and then rallied
acted to 92
c

8

c

8

8

to

93

8

8

The close was strong with Dec. c
net higher at 93
Although dull, corn turned sharply
upward with wheat, December open
down at 62
ed a shade to
to 62
but later ascended to
1-- 2

c

63

The close was steady at 631-for
Dec, a net gain of
Oats climbed up from the outset.
December started unchanged to
to 47
and rose to
higher at 47
An advance at the yards car47
ried provisions upward as well. Initial were a shade to 7
dearer
with May 16.70 for pork; 9.55 for
to 8.60 for ribs.
lard; and 8.57
o

c

4

2

FAST SOUTHERN EXPRESS
GOES INTO DITCH.
Crack Train Is Wrecked Fifteen Miles
Northeast of Greensboro,
North Carolina.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican J
Greensboro, N. C, Nov. 13. The de.
railing of the fast New York, Atlanta
and New Orelans Express train on the
Southern railway, fifteen miles north
east of here today, resulted in the
death of Engineer W..A. Kenney, and
the injury of several passengers and

trainmen.

"'F'SIIEJ
92....Phone....92

MARKET

WARD

litI

HAYWARD

92...Phone ..92

wan.

M'INTOSH POSTMASTER IS
CHARGED WHTH SHORTAGE.
Ulrick O. Seber, postmaster at
Torrance county, has been ar-

rested, charged with

the

embezzle-m-cn- t

of $350 of postoffice funds. The
d'.tcovery that Postmaster Seber was
short in his accounts was made two
weeks ago by a postal inspector, folof the Mcintosh
lowing a check-unostofflc
ivffSSI
p

$1.00 to $2.00 per Dozen

ftACCC

iiluEO

AT THE

CLARENDON

GARDENS,

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

aarafiaBBBaBg

Menchants and cut out patronising the
4
Easter t?. M efcnasatSo i ney win ao notnmir wv you

iSiT PattfOQfC

1
1

Ho

--

o

UR Readymade Department is full up to its capacity. We have just received a large
shipment of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell you cheaper than you can
buythemEast. They range from

$7o0

M

k

which you cannot buy elsewhere for less than a third more. We have a large stock of

hi

Ladies' and Misses' Coats from $8.50 to $50

ft'

apiece. We have over 500 Ladies' Waists, which we are selling at a sacrifice price. We
stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled
carry a large and complete
to your patronage.

3

up-to-d- ate

REMEMBER,
I-

Li

t

that our Women's and Men's

Ready-to-We-

ar

Departments are by far the LARGEST

IN

THE CITY

-

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

v

.3.

